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The purpose of this study was to explore definitions of an 
illness condition help-
seeking behaviour amongst Black Psychiatric patients who were 
r::<.ttendi ng a psuchiatric community clinic in Gugt...\1 et.\.\ 
residential area for Blacks in Cape Town). Psychiatrists have 
always been faced with the problem of having to deal 
patients who present with this condition. 
The concern was to do an exploratory research in this area 
using the Explanatory Model framework as a method of enquiry 
in studying the condition of vHthin the. 
par a meters. thi =· mc•del , Black psychiatric pa·ti ents. 
presenting at the psychiatric clinic, were studied in order 
to explore the context of illness definitions regarding the 
Of importance also was to explore 
the patterns of help-seeking behaviour employed by these 
patients., and the effect that the psychiatric orientation 
adopted at the clinic had on such patterns. 
An interview schedule was developed using the Explanatory 
Model framework as a guideline. The sample was identified by 
screening the population of Black psychiatric patients who 
v~ere attending the community ps:ychiatric clinic .in Guguletu 
(a residential area for Blacks in Cape Town) in 1988. The 
patients were screened by using a preliminary ques.ti onnai re 
designed for this. purpos:.e. The sample included only those 
patients. ''1ho cc•nceived of their condition to be f.I.!I!.~fJo.\..f..hll:'..:i.~D~ 
The data collected were analysed by reading the protocols and 
extracting themes that were then summarized and di s;.cus;.s;.ed. 
Explanatory models elicited from the patients revealed that 
11 
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the present-day notion of amafufunyane is not easily defined, 
and it varies from informant to informant. This finding 
contradicts previous research done on the amafufunyane which 
always showed this condition to have a typical cluster of 
identifiable symptoms. 
The study also demonstrated the defferential use of various 
treatments by patients, and associated factors with future 
patterns of help-seeking were established. The importance of 
enquiring about the patients' explanatory models regarding 
their illness condition, has been highlighted. Case 
illustrations are presented to illuminate the discussion of 
the findings. Lastly, some suggestions for future research 
are offered. 
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The work reported on in this study focuses on three areas: 
(1) exploring the ways in which Black psychiatric patients 
attending c ommun :i. t y psych:i. at.r i c clinic C C•n E-t r LIC t 
explanations to account ·ror their· illness condition 
and explain their illness condition of The 
of de·rining and explaining was seen as an 
i nt.erpret at ion of an illness vJi thin nar r t:"\t i v~ 
reconstruction of their lives. 
(11) The second area included relating the iss~e of illness 
definition and explanation to the patterns of hel p--s.eeki ng 
behaviour <regarding a particular illness episode). That. is, 
exploring how certain choices are made in order to decide 
whether to continue in care, when to switch practitioners and 
practices, and how to interpret treatment outcome. 
.; 1.1.1.) The last area examined the effect of the psychiatric 
setting or orientation on help-seeking behaviour. 




In order to address these questions a study was undertaken 
including a sample of Black psychiatric patients attending a 
psychiatric community clinic run by Valkenberg Hospital in 
Cape Tolt'm. Certain questions were raised, namely; how do the 
patients who attend this clinic define and explain their 
illness conditions? what informs the patterns of help-seeking 
employed? how are these viewed by the clinic staff? and to 
1 
extent do the answers to these questions influence the 
kind of treatment which the patient receives? 
Chapter-2 provides a detailed description of conceptual 
issues surrounding spirit possession and current research 
Chapter-3 examines theories of help-
seeking behaviour as applied in other countries and the 
little that has been done in South Africa. Chi.'.ipter--4 
introduces the reader to the psychiatric setting of the 
clinic. 
The psychiatric clinic in Gugulethu (a residential area for 
Blacks) is run by Valkenberg Psychiatric Hospital. During the 
period under study (1988>, the clinic was in its eighth year 
of e>:istence. 
to thur·sday, 
It was open to patients every week from monday 
with a psychiatrist or a psychiatric registrar 
coming twice a week. Referrals were made from 
i n~.t i tut :ions, clinics, private 'i.SOC:i al 
agenc:i ec:: .• The orientation of this clinic was mainly 
chemotherapy. 
In Chapter-5s the rationale for and the aims of the study are 
pre:.ented, and the reader is introduced to the theoretical 
framework on which the present study is based. In Chapt.er-6 
1·<1 ei nman · s ( 198(1) E>:pl anatory l'lodel was L\Sed to demonstrate 
how it can aid in overcoming the limitations of descriptive 
psychiatric models. The Explanatory Model <EM> all Dl'~=· a 
~"'-pee if i c way looking at how the patients pattern, 
interpret and treat their illness condition ~mafL\funyane. 
That is, it allows the patients to offer explanations about 
particular episodes and the significance these have for the 
patients and their families. 
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Since the central issue in the study was the conception of 
amafUfL\f}_::(ane c:<.nd the implications C•f t-selp-seeking, patient c:, 
who were included in the sample were only those patients who 
labeled their illness condition to be ~mafufunyane and who 
were attending the psychiatric clinic for the first time (in 
1988) after discharge from psychiatric hospital. 
Thi <::. thes.i s considered the +?nti re s.pectrum of 
conceptions of 
model. The main concern being t.o establish whether using such 
a model would help in creating skills in eliciting patients·, 
families' and practitioners' EMs of illness. Also, whether it 
would help in describing culturally based problems affecting 
the patient and families' perceptions •:Jf symptoms. and 
communication of distress and coping responses. 
An interview schedule was developed using the EM framework 
as a guideline. This included in-depth interviews recording 
the patients define and e>:pl ai n the condition; 
exploration of decisions taken and the social 
referrals involved in such decisions, consultations with 
var·icn .. ts. healE·r·s, and actual determinants of such behaviour; 
and 1 ast 1 y, the examination of the orientation used at the 
clinic and its effect in influencing future patterns of help-
seeking behaviour, and how the patients evaluate the 
treatment received. This practical work is illuminated by 
tase illustrations and diagrams. 
Theoretical conclusions relate to this framework. It is' 
in combination that the parts of the study 
demonstrate the contribution that can be made to the 
understanding of illness condition of amafufunyane by using 
..,.. 
·-' 
the EM approach. For the present study, 
commited itself by elucidating the logic of these behaviours 
from the patients' perspective, in the context of their other 
life experiences. Al SC•' it provided an overall framework in 
which to view several distinct yet overlapping areas of 
interest to psychiatrists and psychologists. Drawing from the 
inter-vi e1--~s, the findings of the thesis argue the positions 
advanced on the basis of an examination of the above areas. 
Data presented illustrate what being mentally ill entails (to 
these patients) and how beliefs about illness affect 
:i. ndi vi duc::-~1 and family decisions in the health seek i nr.;~ 
The findings are divided into three sections. Chapter-7A 
reveals that the present-day notion of ~mafufunyane is not 
easily defined and it varies from informant to informant. For 
some it conveys a condition with symptoms that bring physical 
changes well as change:. affecting i nterpt~r·sonal 
relationships at home and at the work place. 
signifies a condition with drastic, frightening symptoms, and 
< 
for the rest it conveys the idea of a psychological disorder-. 
On the question of explanations of cause, some informants 
attribute the cause of this condition to umona, 
r 
is, 
jealousy Others also acknowledge the influence of other 
factors involved St.1ch as psychosoci .:"1 stresses. They view 
these stresses as engendering the condition of amafufunyane. 
In Chapter-?B decisions about what to do and who to consult 
have been shown to be based on illness beliefs r-egarding the 
particular illness condition. Also, the various patterns 
illustrated show that help-seeking is based on various 
determinants the most dominant being an illness label v~hi ch 
4 
implicates etiological factors which further provided logic 
J 
for the choice of a particular treatment and evaluation 
thereof. The chapter ends with two case illustrations of the 
patients involved in the human 'drama' of help-seeking. 
Ch<.~pter --·7C: In relating the psychiatric setting to the 
process of help-seeking behaviour it was found that the 
psychiatric services are not seen differently from any other 
medi c.::tl servJ. ces in t.he community·. That i c:,., the ::.k i 11 s c•f the~ 
psychiatric professio~als are not so well under:.tcsod, other 
than that they are drug dispensers. It was also shown that 
psychiatric assessment does not appear to give as full an 
appreciation of the patients' definitions and explanations of 
their illness condition as would have been the case if a 
different model And this had implications for 
future patterns of help-seeking behaviour that were based on 
the patients' experiences within this particular setting. 
Chapter-7D concludes the report on findings by drawing 
together the information on the definitioris and patterns of 
help-seeking to seek an under::.tanding of the implications 
that these have on patients who attend the clinic. This i..::. 
presented in the form of two case illustrations. 
Chapter-S concludes by: firstly relating the findings to the 
main concern of the study which was to use the EM framework 
in eliciting conceptions psychiatric phenomenon 
amafufunyane, thereby confirming the relevance of using such 
a framework; secondly, the limitations of the present study 
ar·e di=:.cussed; and lastly, recommendations for further 
research are presented. 
CHAPTER-2 
WHAT IS AMAFUFUNYANE? WHAT IS ITS PSYCHIATRIC SIGNIFICANCE 
The concern of the present chapter is to examine the 
conceptions of mental illness amongst a group of Black 
psychiatric patients, who conceive of their illness as being 
-· -f 'f" ·.~- p -·t ..... F' · ·t-t--·- '--.L·-1 ··11 -~JJ!r.:\ L.:......=.Jl.~_r:ln •• r c<. I I _•'f - I <::II I !TIE' I! L c.~ J. n eS • Firstly, definitions 
and types of ~mafufunyane will be given, placing it within 
evil ~.pi r its. to start the 
on what is understood by the condition 
c:onceptt.1al issues pertaining to the condition 
will be addressed. This will be done against the background 
of current research on spirit possession, and amafufunyane in 
par-ticular. 
2.1. DEFINITIONS OF AMAFUFUNYANE 
Until Ngubane · ::. (1977> work on the Nyuswa speaking people 
there was very little serious effort done to study the 
condition of amafufunyane (ufufunyane - amafufunyane in Zulu, 
and ukuphosela in Xhosa). In the present thesis the Zulu 
version is retained because that is the commonly used term by 
both Zulu and Xhosa speaking people. The English dictionary 
definition of ufufunyc:o.ne, illuminates the essence 
amafufunyane, as "rapidly e.pr-eading di:.ea:.e v~hic:h cau:.es 
delirium and insanity; type of brain disease, mania, 
hyster-ia" (Doke and Vilakazi in Ngubane, 1977}. 
then is a form cf possession by a spirit which is not deemed 
to be acting on its own accord, but has been sent by an ill-
disposed person by means of sorcery <ukuthakatha) <Ngubane, 
1977; Weiss, 1984>. 
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(1972) refers to this condition as a form of 
hysteria 1-'!h:lch i5. cc:d.led b~.:fLI{_t,\.Q~·t:an~ by the Zulu, and 
Ukuphosela by the Xhosa. 
Befc•re giving a brief de':.c:r-iption of htfufb!D...::t:_~ne,~ 
important to first describe the other type of evil 
it is 
\umoya wokukhohlakala okanye omdaka), that might be confused 
\<'lith it, This is a milder form of 
possession by evil spirits that developed at the turn of the 
centL\ry <Bryant, 1949 ~ 1970; Junod, 1927) in Ngubane (1977). 
This condition was mostly experienced in Zululand and in 
among the Tsonga, around 1913 - a period of 
industrialization in Africa. 
Men from the rural areas moved into the cities and mines to 
look for work. When they died, sometimes there was nobody to 
indentify them and therefore relatives were left ignorant of 
these incidents. According to African custom when a person 
rite (ukubuyisa ceremony) must be done in d i e5-, 
order to allow the spirit of the dead person to be integrated 
with the body of other ancestral spirits. Because the 
relatives of these dead persons were left ignorant of such 
deaths, these burial rites were never done or are never done 
even tc•day. Thus the spirits of these dead persons then roam 
around and by chance take possession of innocent victims. 
Once the indiki spirit enters the person Cthis happens by 
chance) , it re:.i des in the chest. The po:.:.es5.ed pe·rson star-t 
behaving like somebody who is mentally deranged. is~ 
crying in a bellowing voice, speaks in foreign tongues. 
Effective treatment is by a diviner who we~ also possessed by 
·ind:i.ki. This means that ihdiki possession usually leads to 
7 
spirit cult membership. 
sacrifice of an animal? 
The whole initiation calls for a 
and appealing to one's ancestors to 
replace the alien spirit and protect one from further 
attacks. The process is said to promote within the possessed 
pers.on powers of prophecy and healing. That. is 
excorcising of such a spirit is mostly done by a diviner who 
~<'H.<.s al :::.o po~s!:.t::S!E'.ed by .t. nd:i1:: i_. 
on the other hand, differs fr·om inr,L\.U. in 
t:t::.'rt<:l.i n ways .. In both ~· ndi ki ,:,nd ld.fufunyane, the poss.es.e.i ng 
spirits are said to be males. 
male s.p:iri t that enters the persc•n, whereas in !::.tft!\funyane 
there are many and it i9 only in rare cases that only one 
spirit enters the person. vJher eas the pos~-:.essi on v~i th i nd i k i 
is by chance, sorcery is given as the primary cause in 
demonstrated in the next section. After the spirit has 
entered the body, the onset is sudden in both types of 
possee.si on. The symptoms of indiki appear to be milder than 
those of ~fufunyane which are severe. As shown in the 
previous section, ~ ndij::i pos~::.E~ssi on can 1 ead tc• healing 
polo'Jers (if treated properly) which is not the case with 
ufufunyane. 
Edwards (1983) distinguishes two types of amaft.\funyane_, and 
she calls these, the speaking and the silent types. There are 
three stages through which the person having an attack goes, 
but the sequence can change depending on the type of 
amafufunyane possessing the person as will be indicated 
below. The salient features of each stage are outlined below. 
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. 2.2. TYPES OF AMAFUFUNYANE 
2.2.1. THE SPEAKING AMAFUFUNYANE: 
STAGE-1 
When amafufunyane enter the body, they are believed to lie 
dormant for some time with no obvious changes that can be 
observed in the person's behaviour. After a certain period 
the person complains of persistent headache, 
walks with the body slightly thrust forward, the limb:. feel 
heavy and this makes the person drag the body when walking 
<there is no obvious swelling that can be seen). 
There is a strange quietness about the person which makes 
those who know the person better, suspect that there is 
something unusual about this behaviour . The person further 
. avoids contact with other family members and keeps more to 
him/her ?..elf. The person displays lots of appetite and craves 
for certain foodstuffs especially white bread. If the 
environment cannot offer what the person needs, s/he becomee. 
very irritable with those around and is believed to be 
entering the second stage of tha attack. 
During this stage anything can trigger off the violent 
outbreak (for example, direct confrontation, mere presence of 
bystanders, singing and clapping of hands in 
preaching etc.}. Without warning the person jumps high with 
arms flinging around kicks out wildly and in the process 
hurts those standing around. There is a wild look on the face 
tears and sweat 
running down the face. When people try to hold the person 
down s/he displays such strength that it requires a lot of 
9 
aa6fA'' &¥r W' '"tr 
people to hold him/her down. 
STAGE-111 
After· :.truggl i ng to get free the pE·rson throvl5· hi m/her·:.el f on 
the ground and 'passes out'. Strange voices begin to speak 
from the person's mouth which remains slightly open but 
unmoving. The voices sound strange in the sense that they are 
different from the person's voice; speak a language/s that 
is/are different from that spoken by the person. This happens 
even though it can be proved that the person has never been 
exposed to it. <For example! most often in Xhosa speakers the 
voices speak in clear, fluent Zulu and/other languages. 
The voices will then start by: identifying themselves by 
names sometimes without being asked; the names refer to 
persons from the North and to those who sent them; the reason 
why they were sent; the length of time they are going to 
occupy the body; start threatening anybody who tries to 
excorcise them in whatever manner. After some time (about ten 
to fifteen mi nut.e5.) the voices :.top and the per=-c•n 1 i e!:. on 
the floor as if in a coma. There is always something that the 
person spits out in the form of a mixture of ~.ali va and 
straight pins mixed with split ends of human hair. \.>Jhen the 
person wakes up he/she has no recollection of what happened, 
will complain of headache, tiredness and sleepiness. 
2.2.2. THE SILENT AMAFUFUNYANE 
The silent amafufunyane differs from the above presentation 
because of the more pronounced symptoms of quietness, stomach 
cramps, =·l:tC i al withdrawal and no appetite. The silence is 
attributed to the fact that the amafufunyane have been 
introduced purposely to present in this manner f.! gu b LH;I i 1 e • 
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The person only enters the second and the third stage when 
provoked (for example 9 in the presence of a healer and when 
the person is being prayed for). 
The above picture of the presentation of a person possessed 
fallowing passage: 
From 
A person Mith ufufunyane in its worst 
for• usually behaves as if •entally 
deranged. She becoaes hysterical and 
weeps aloud uncontrollably, throMs 
herself on the ground, tears off her 
clothes, runs in a frenzy, and usually 
atteapts to coa•it suicide. She reacts 
violently and aggressively to those Mho 
try to cala her. 
p.144 
the above description it becomes 
( .1977) in the 
apparent that 
amafufunyane can present in a mild form (for instance, in the 
case of the silent type) on the one hand, and can present in 
a very wild and disruptive form, on the other (as shown in 
the speaking type, and in the passage above}. 
Having drawn a picture of the manner in which a person with 
amafufunyanP presents when having an attack, one get::. the 
impression that anybody who conceives of his/her illness to 
be that of amafufunyane would necessarily present in the same 
manner. But that would be distorting the picture. 
from the experience of working in a psychiatric institution, 
the present author came across psychiatric patients who 
believed that they had this condition but had never gone 
through the ordeal of a typical attack. It became of interest 
to find out the different conceptions surrounding the notion 
of amafufunyane~ Also , why people get amafufunyane in the 
first place. 
l 1 
Al :.o, the language used in the above descriptions regarding 
the condition of amafufunyane reflects a strong emphasis on 
the issue of gender. 
CONCEPTUAL ISSUES 
As with other medical disciplines, psychiatry has generally 
sought to belittle 'mysti cc<.l ' interpretations of :.pi r it 
possession where these were claimed by those who experience 
them to represent 'irrational, non-scientific thinking' 
\Lewis, 1971}. The sanction of heresy has proved a powerful 
deterrent in curtailing and discrediting these ',-,~ayward' 
per:.onal mystical e:>: peri enc es ~ibid). In c i rcum:.t ances 
di =-C\..\SS.ed in Lewis ·: 1971) ' po:.sessi on is 
essentially with the enhancement of status. The effect of 
possession by 'peripheral' spirits is to enable people who 
lack other means of protection and self-promotion to advance·. 
their interests and improve their lot by escaping, even if 
temporar i 1 y, from the confining bonds of their allotted 
positions in society. He further warns other disciplines that 
the phenomena of possession states, that are so readily 
assimilated to the bizarre and abnormal, must be approached 
cautiOL\sly if the issues involved in their a:.sessment are not 
to be prejudged. 
The literature reviewed has provided differing approaches to 
the. understanding of spirit possession. The first approach 
adop~s a personalistic systems approach. Proponents of this 
approach 'would argue that spirit possession is due to the 
purpo=:.ef ul active intervention of an agent~ such a=, a 
:.upernatL\ral being \a god) , a non-human being ~ghost, 
ancestr-al :.p :i r· i t. ) , a hum.::1n being ~witch or sorcerer) 
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(Foster & Anderson 1978, in Helman) . The second approach 
tries to locate illness (in this case spirit possession) in a 
social context. Following is a review of these approaches. 
2.3.1. APPROACHES CENTERING AROUND PERSONALISTIC SYSTEMS 
sorcery/witchcraft 
ecological approach 
- African worldview - ancestors 
(a) Ptpproach':"_s_c:enter-ing_ aro1.md socery/witchcraft. 
According to the proponents of this approach, amafufunyane is 
primarily due to sorcery - ~kuthakat~a (Ngubane, 1977; 
Edv-Jards, 1983; Weiss,1984) though chance is not ruled out as 
a secondary cause <Ngubane, 1971) • In their original form, 
amafl.:.\fqnyan~~ ar-e believed tc• be· ants that sorcerers. take from 
the 91'"2\ves, grind and mix with other substances to make a 
harmful concoction <Ngubane, 1977; Edwards, 1983; 
1984; i'1Lileleni, 1986). Such a concoction is sold to anybody 
who needs it to harm others. 
The notion of amafufunyane is believed to be a very complex 
phenomenon to explain in simple terms. One needs to be well-
versed in the cultural language of healing in order to 
understand it <Mdleleni, 1986). Amafufynyane are evil spirits 
which are introduced into the body by people who are envious 
of others' achievements and want to harm or kill them. The 
rich and the more fortunate are the most liable to attacks by 
abathakathi sor- c. f::r er s. These people are subject to such 
practices because their fortunate positions arouse envy and 
jealousy in the minds of others. To get out of this impasse, 
people consult a sorcerer who will collect ants from the 
graves and mix these with soil and herbs to make a desired 
13 
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concoction. When this is ready for use it is sold in powder 
form. 
There are various ways of introducing ~mafufunyane to the 
persc•n. These include; di_n~ct pc•):.oning_, that is, by putting 
the powder in the person's food; toy ld;:-inq_!_D_e perc::.on 's name~ 
that l. =· in the absence of the target person -by calling 
out the person's name and blowing the powder into the air, 
amafufunyan~ will enter the bt:sdy; there is also what is 
called ch.:il£)_fe affliction_, tht.'lt in C<~:.e:. 
§<.Jfst:~·fufunyane C!ftE·r hav:i.ng been taken OL\t of the i::lf f 1 i cted 
are believed to be roaming around until they attach 
themselves to those innocent people who are vulnerable to any 
kind of environmental illnesses. It is important to note that 
usage of the name in the absence of t~.e te<.rget per:.on is 
significant The senders have the power to 
hr.:.ld magical dominion over the recipient's body by mere 
possession of the person's name. Another common method is to 
obtain the essence of the person to be harmed, 
person·=· nai 1 s, cut-clff hair~ shadow, ref 1 ecticm <OIS in a 
mirror, or footprints to have magical dominion over the other 
person's body <Mdleleni, 1986>. 
(b) Approaches centering around ecological factors 
The term ecology here refers to the relationship between the 
person and his environment, and the equilibrium between the 
tl.o'IO \Ngubane, 1977) • This balance can be disturbed if there 
are undesirable elements in t.t-.e envirc•nment ·that r) perst"Jn can 
contact by stepping over dangerous concoctions placed on the 
path~o"lays, e:.pecially by per.)ple whc• culturally ar~::- re·g;:\rded as 
vulnerable to the environment. For e::-1ample, pregnant women, 
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and the bereaved, are believed to have very low resistance~ 
their state of marginal it.-:~ them part.:i cul arl y 
susceptible to the conditi6n <Ngubane, 1977). 
This explanation is linked to the phenomenon of 
mal for·med pl.:..centa)? which is. an ailment of infants. 
ccmnt:?cted ~t~i t.h f-\!TJ?.fufunyanft. This is believed to have been 
introduced during the late twenties and thirties <ibid>. The 
periods, often gave birth to babies with ipleti. The midwives 
were appparently careless when discarding such afflicted 
placentae in the sense that they used to bury these along the 
common pathways. As a result, pregnant lo'Jomen c•r any other 
vulnerable persons were easily affected <that is, ~t~hen they 
::.tE·pped - umeqc• > • Ecological or 
enNironmental factors may, therefore, form the basis for an 
explanation (Cheetham and Griffiths, 1982). 
(c) APProaches centering around· angered ancestral spirits 
This is another explanation that relates illness causation to 
t.he supernat.ur al ~·~or·l d. (.:,ncest.r al spirits, as spiritual 
beings who are responsible for the living, are invi s.ible 
members of the society <Shembe, 1986). Although they live in 
the spirit world, they continue to care for those in the 
immediate world. 
t.hem. Prospel'·i ty, 
All faith, 
health, 
hopes and fears are centred in 
misfortune and even death are 
attributed to the ancestors, by whom such events are arranged 
(ibid). 
There are several ways in which ancestral !:.pi ri ts revet:"\1 
themselves to the living. According to Lewis ( 1971) ' the 
ancestors can reveal their identity. by the part i CL\l i~r 
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symptoms they cause. The most important and dramatic way 
being by spirit possession, whether this leads to health (as 
in the divining process) <:•r to ill health \as in 
amafufLmyane). It is important, therefore, to maintain good 
relations with the ancestors. If they are angry with their 
for whatever reason, they are believed to have 
the power to withdraw their protection, which leaves the 
individual very vulnerable and this can lead to illness and 
mi <:.fortunes <NgL\bane, 1977; Shembe, 1986}. 
concerned can show guilt feelings and may develop the signs 
of a person possessed, behaving as though mentally deranged 
1977). In such cases invocation of the displeasure 
of the ancestors is frequently given as an explanation of 
illness that is viewed as punishment -izinyanya zimfulathele. 
2. 3. 2. APPROACHES CENTERING AROUND PSYCHQSOC I PtL STRESS 
Previous studies on spirit possession have revealed that 
there is a relationship between spirit possession and stress, 
and this can be brought about during times of rapid social 
chanqe \Ngubane, 1977; O'Connell, 1982; Edwards, 1983). 
During the nineteen twenties and thirties there was a high 
degree of industrial development and this concentrated on 
certain geographical areas like the cities and the mines. As 
a result urbanisation increased, people ca~e from different 
parts of the country to work and live together. 
To·many Africans, it was necessary for the men to leave their 
homes in order to work in the mines because work was not 
available nearer home. The family life that is so vital to 
these men was disrupted because this meant long periods of 
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time in separation. as in many cultures, 
depend on such bonds as loyalty and affection; these in t LHT1 
depend upon mutual support and comfort and shared experiences 
<Thomas, 1974}. When the migrant workers were forced to leave 
home all these had to be sacrificed. 
In the rural areas insecurity became rife because women no 
felt confident about their own positions 
husbands; marriages broke up, there was unfaithfulness; there 
was often less support both material and emotional? cc•ming 
from the breadwinners. As a result there was poverty, 
malnutrition became rife, and there were outbreaks of disease 
and i 11 ness. It became worse in the urban areas because of 
stressors associated with: 
its related consequences; 
the migratory labour system and 
the men were faced with stressors 
by living in the ghettoes poor hc•usi ng 
f ac :i. 1 it :i e::,, c<verc:rowdi ng, lack of privacy, no cesmfort from 
loved ones, no security of person and property; at work it 
was the survival of the fittest <resources were scarce and 
unequally distributed) as people competed for jobs. There was 
individualization as people promoted and protected 
their own interests \Thomas, 1974>. 
In an individualistically oriented urbanizing and 
industrializing society group protection is removed <Kiev~ 
1972). Also, it becomes evident that this period of 
heightened transition gave rise to insecurity, unhappiness, 
distrust, lack of loyalty to friends, and increased tensions. 
People became suspicious of one another, envy and jealousy 
{umona) increased and people regarded one another as enemies. 
This created an opportunity for the people to practise 
sorcery (ibid)' in order to.protect themselves against the 
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'enemies' and to fight the 'enemies'. 
In this context sudden change was in itself a st:~urce t:<f 
This is demonstrated in forced migration which 
exposed individuals to new, strange and sometimes violent 
environments which placed enormous demands on the coping 
strategies <Ngubane, 1977; l'tanqanyi, 1981). Overwhelmed by 
the migrant may become the immediate problems of adjustment, 
f rust. I'"· att~d , C:ingry, i n~.:;ecure, isolated and helpless (kiev, 
1972) " 
Given the extent of the stresses and strains, the incidence 
of spirit possession is not only pronounced in migrants 
are usually men> but also in women •:Lewis, 1971; Hammond-
Tooke, 1960; Ngubane,1977; O'Connell,1980). There is also the 
question of marginality which states that people who occupy 
marginal social positions are strongly at risk <Lewis, 1971>. 
This view is supported by Ngubane (1977) and O'Connell (1982} 
who that because of their i nher·ent femc:d e 
..,,Lil nerabi 1 i ty? women are at higher risk than the:i r· 
male counterparts. 
Ngubane \1977) has argued that the fact that women are 
naturally marginal as compared to men, may be a consequence 
of women's greater vulnerability during certain critical 
per·i ods (for e>:ample, during pregnancy, death, and other 
periods in the rites of passage). Women are also believed to 
use spirit possession for secondary gains <Le"'~i s, 1971; 
. Ngubane, 1977; IIJei =·=· , 1 984} • This is based on the assumed 
evidence that women have fewer coping alternatives than men 
who are portrayed as enjoying what O'Conhell ( 1980) calls 
"sanctioned fr·eedom" by having mistresses in the citie=-~ to 
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'comfort' them <Ramphele, 1988). 
In this context amafufunyane is seen to be an expression of 
disturbed social 
change ( Nqubi::<.nE·, 
relations associated with rapid social 
1977~ Manganyi? 1981). The migratory labour 
system is shown to have played a significant role in creating 
many stressors experienced by those directly exposed to it 
<Ngubane, 1977; Edwards, 1983). Failure to cope with conflict 
t.hat :is gener .:<.ted i =.. believed to h<."\\te i ncreF.ised the 
experience of insecurity, and this resolved into a culturally 
sanctioned way of expressing such stresses in the form of 
this condition (ibid). 
Drawing from the above assertions, Ngub&.ne ( 1977} suggests 
that amafufunyane represents an extreme form of depr~ssion 
which may be coupled with hysteria and suicidal tendencies. 
The assertion therefore is that psychosocial stress leads to 
neuroses such as hysteria and reactive depression which then 
are expressed in the form of a belief in spirit possession. 
(1.981) lends support·to the above assertion? by 
pointing out that the impact of industrialization is 
ref l. ected in the w.:<.ys used by 8.1 ac ks to cope "'~i th =:.oci al 
stres=:.ors. Neurc•sis =:.houl d no 1 c•nger be seen a:. a white=:. c•nly 
illness, it has been ~.een to e>: i st not c•nly among Blacks in 
the urban aree1S but al =·o in the rural areas. The type of 
nELirCJSi S seen amongst the Blacks mani fe=:.ts itself in 
amafufunyane in Zulu, and in ykuphosela in Xhosa CManganyi, 
1973). He came to the conclusion that with increasing 
modernisation and industrialization the Africans will 
ultimately lose their cultural mechanism used in traditional 




Further, given the insecurities that were related to the 
di::.ruption C•f family l:ife through such law!:. as tt-,e influ): 
control ne~<'J cl :i. ni cal 
patterns of neuroses would emerge. He suggests that there is 
a ne~d to search for explanations of the sources of change in 
psychCJpathol o~_:r;~, with particular regard to neuroses. This 
seems to suggest that the processes of moder~ization have led 
to a change in the patterns of coping with stress and this 
needs to be looked into. 
2.3.3. CONCLUDING REMARK~ 
The high incidence of supernatural causation of illness is 
representative of general beliefs held by the society about 
illness in general (Kleinman, 1980}. This does not explain to 
what extent the individual patient views possession with 
C.:imafufunyan~ as constituting a certain type of .mental 
illness. Current theories on possession states share a common 
that the features of such conditions 
determined by cultural factors (Leff, 1981) and that they 
represent social tensions and stressors in the community. 
Ngubane's (1977} study of health and disease amongst the Zulu 
attempts to situate the understanding of disease within an 
ecological conte>: t. Sh~ does this by dr~wing a distinction 
bet\<"Jeen natural causes of illness and illness related to 
sorcery and ancestral cults. By so doing she emphasises the 
mysterious and exotic out of context. At the same time she 
does appreciate the role of social factors - stressors and 
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This approach places her in the tradition of South African 
transcultural psychiatric research (Swartz, 1986). Schweitzer 
(1977) has also been criticized for decontextualizing illness 
in his research work, that is, by treating illnesses as mere 
categories instead of situating such illness in everyday 
social and health practices <Mills, 1983). On the other hand 
O'Connell \1980) attempts. to givE~ stKi.:;..l meaning and conte>:t 
but fails to view it from the 
person's perspective. The beliefs about spirit possession are 
a response to psychosocial strains found in society, and the 
more exactly those strains can be identified the better we 
can understand the response <Mayer, 1954). 
The present study takes as a point of departure, the idea 
that reality (in this instance, mental illness) is socially 
con~.tn.\cted <Berger and Luckmann, 1976}' and that the 
person's position in the social structure will influence the 
explanations developed in order to account for particular 
experiences and decisions made \Elder, 1973} • The social 
stress perspective taken in the literature reviewed, suggests 
that differences in exposure to stressful environments and in 
the marginal position of those exposed, can account for the 
differing proportions of amafufunyane among the people. {.;1 so 
becat.\Se of their limited resources of coping, :.pi r·i t 
possession can be a convenient way of dealing with stress. 
But, regardless of ~~hi ch t nterpretati on of amafufun.Y.Ene i =· 
accepted, the issue of illness as a means of coping is more 
complex than would first appear <Swartz, 1986}. Rc:tck ( 1982> 
states that in order to understand why a person reacts in a 
certain way to a particular si tuati c•n, c•ne needs tc. 
understand what that situation meant to that person. 
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means finding out how the patient is communicating the 
di ~:;tr:ess. Do the cultural symbols. used during 
communication provide a way of articulating mental 
for the p8rticular patient? 
illness 
Amafufunvane can only be understood as a culturally 
:.pee: j. f 1. c: mode of responding to traumatic: 
dramat:i c sc•ci r.:<.l circumstances or life events. 
ama·fuf:..hH"!.LS'.n~ s.hould be regc.1rded c.~s ccmstitut.ing a test ca<::.e 
in definition of 'normality' r.<.nd 
In such states, the person who becomes 
possessed in response to difficulties is at once provided 
with a means of 'coping' with the situation which does not 
alienate him disadvantageously from other members of the 
community <Kiev, 1977). 
For possession to occur, Yap {1960 in Lewis, 1971) holds, the 
following conditions are necessary. the per·~.on 
is dependent and conforming in character; the person occupies 
a position in society that does not allow for reasonable 
self-assertion; the person is confronted with a problem which 
s/he sees no hope of solving. Other conditions that Mayer 
(1954) observes.are: observable tensions and strains in the 
society both at interpersonal and at community levels, \t'~i t.h 
resultant social disorder~ there is jealousy and envy as 
individualization and competition amongst people increases 
and action is taken against neighbours and friends; the 
person with amafufunyane becomes the victim of circumstances. 
Whether these hold for the present study, will be addressed 
in the later chapters. 
Some psychiatric or psychoanalytic theories of hysteria which 
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attempt to explain possession as aggression on the part of 
the socially repressed (as in Freud's theory) seem to be 
overlooking the fact tnat such aggression is a voice of 
protest directed against other more fortunate members of the 
society. Lewis (1971) puts it very well when he says, 
This aggressive assertion is 
directed at society Mhere· soae of it 
inevitably rubs off in coapetition 
and conflict for power, and also at 
the total environaental conditions 
in Mhich aen live 
p.2Q3 
Against this background, the present study adopts the 
retrospective method of the Explanatory Model proposed by 





The previous section on conceptions of amafufunyane has shown 
that explanations of illness are embedded in the cosmology 
which defines what patterns of disturbed behaviour are 
regarded as illness. It ha:. drawn the at.tent·ion to the fact 
tht:it. 2mafuf h\l}_yane ::-houl d be understoc•d to ha··re its meaning in 
a social context. These explanations of illness should not be 
seen as mutually exclusive, but as interrelated, because they 
form the basis for decision making regarding which treatment 
to As a stress-related condition it becc•mes 
interesting to see how cultural elements can be marshalled as 
a response to stress brought about by social change. 
From experience of working in a psychiatric setting, for some 
patients psychiatric treatment seemed to be effective for 
~if.!_<:<. f u ·f u 1J y e<. n ""' • But in other situations such treatment was 
regarded to be effective only in relieving symptoms. This 
observation became evident when patients' relatives came to 
requesting to take the patients out to a healer of 
their choice. This was done because the relatives believed 
that the hospital doctors would not cure the conditi6n unlike 
the healers who were regarded as specialists in that area. 
When many explanatory systems and a variety of healing 
techniques are encountered in search for the cure of a single 
illness, it becomes interesting to establish how patients can 
experience the multiplicity of points of view. 
There is very little work done in South Africa on how 
psychiatric patients conceive of mental illness and how they 
seek help. A few studies that have been conducted have shown 
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that concepts of phy~ical illnesses among Blacks residing in 
the urban are21s have altered, and this is attributed to the 
influence of medical services and christianity, but that 
psychiatric illnesses are still explained in traditional 
\Daneel et al ~ 1987). The study by Edwards et al. 
(1983c) lends support to the above findings, and that is that 
modern medicine and psychiatry received increasing acceptance 
and this is attributed to education and urbanization. He also 
found that traditional theories and practices to illness in 
gener<::<.1 and mental illne$S·in particular, were still found 
among most people. He concluded that these theories are 
reinfor-ced by traditional practitioners typically 
di agno!::.e and t.reat the ukufa kwabantu di =.orders· ( 1983 p 10). 
In referring to ukufa kwabantu Ngubane (1977) says: 
The na•e is used •ainly because the philosophy of 
causality is based on African culture; this •eans 
not that the diseases or rather their sy•pto•s, are 
seen as associated with African peoples only, but 
with African ways of viewing health and disease. 
p.24. 
In South Africa there has been a general trend in trying to 
e~plain why patients choose to go to hospital. It i =· t•ften 
thought that when patients are brought to hospital this 
action is usually a last resort. The relatives and some 
inexperienced healers are usally blamed for delaying bringing 
patients to hospital, that they try and treat in vain. It is 
.only the patients display behaviour thc-.t is 
uncontrc•ll able and unacceptabJ. e to the community that they 
will decide to take these patients to hospital <Edwards et 
al., 1982; Gillis, 1986). 
The above arguments may have certain validity for some cases, 
but what needs to be addressed here are the factors behind 
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the delaying. there should be an attempt to 
investigate the factors that explain the choice of healer. 
In a study to investigate attitudes of Black psychiatric 
patients to their choice of healer, Farrand (1984) found that 
Black patients use and approve of a variety of healing 
~::yst em~:.. She reports that such a choice depends on the 
etiological explanation of the illness and the belief system 
associationed with it. That means, whether patients see the 
i 11 ne=·=· as treatable bY western medicine or bv / the 
'indigenous healer' will determine the type of healer chosen. 
Also that the availability and the proximity to the required 
re<:,Dtwce:. ~~i 11 be a determining factor. 
( 1985) points out that the patients are aware of 
the availability of various healing options and most appear 
to be able to exercise a significant choice when seeking help 
bet.ween these. A recurring question then is: what determines 
the differential use of these resources? Unlike Farrand 
( 1984) ' Boonzaier points out that treatment outcome seems to 
be the determining factor. In other words, to this writer the 
choice of healer is based on the success or failure of the 
healing system concerned; that i:., one is chosen when the 
other has failed. At this point one would also add that 
modern resources are used only when the condition is very 
severe or critical. Another possible way of knowing whether 
treatment practices are successful or not can be done by 
observing how they are evaluated by those who use them 
(Janzen, 1978). 
The views presented above are not unique to Blacks in South 
Africa but are found world wide and across cultures. Previous 
research has shown that for different reasons patients delay 
consultation with west.~rn doctors. In most developing 
various health systems and a diversity of health 
seeking behaviour patterns coexist \Nichter, 198(1) . This 
writer suggests that much could be achieved if research 
focused more on the ways in which the layperson thinks about 
medicine, and how such thought patterns can influence the 
utilization of alternative healing systems. 
Lin et al~ (1978) have observed that little attention has 
been given to patterns of help-seeking by psychiatr-ic 
patients in the community. They also observe that the 
pa.t i E·nt =·' family and friends do play a significant r-ole in 
p21t.terns o.f help-seeking. In a study conducted among Chinese 
sever-ely disabled mental patients, Lin et al <1978} tr-ied to 
reconstruct and analyze these patterns of help-seeking in 
r-elation to ethnicity. The findings proved in favour of the 
hypothesi=·, that is, ethnic background played an important 
role in help-seeking behaviour. 
Nitcher ~ 1980) suggests that much could be achieved if 
research fncused more on the ways the layper-son thinks about 
medicine, and how such thought patterns can influence the 
utilization of alternate healing systems. In suppor-t of the 
above, Chrisman <1977) observed that decisions about what to 
do when one gets ill tend to ~e based upon knowledge and 
beliefs about the illness, and what treatment options are 
available. He suggests that resear-ch should pay more 
attention to the lay consultation and referral ~rocesses. In 
other words, these factors should direct the r-esearchers' 
attention to the critical c onte;: tual factors of health 
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beliefs and practices~ and the social network of significant 
others as they impinge on the natural history of :i.ll ness 
<ibid). 
Decisions about help-seeking should not be seen as coming 
solely from the patient, but as often representative of the 
outcome of complex negotiations within the social 
(v.lei ss et al • , 1986). For e>: .:<.mpl e, a person may consult 
others for help in identifying an illness, 
about treatment and for recommendations to competent help. In 
this context it would be inappropriate to focus cross-
cultural studies on illness/disease, patients/healers without 
locating them in particular health care systems, because that 
would seriously distort social reality <Kleinman? 1980). 
1·<1 ei nman (1980) ·states that it is important to study 
patients' and families· explanatory models because they tell 
one something about how they give meaning to illness, and how 
they choose and evaluate particular treatments. He puts it 
very succinctly when he says: 
it is also i•perative to exa•ine the context 
of •eanings and relationships within which certain 
choices are •ade not only to decide a•ong 
alternative treat•ent options, but also whether to 
re•ain in care, when to switch practitioners and 
practices, how to interpret treat•ent outco•e ••• 
p. 
After patients receive treatment, they return to the popular 
sector to evaluate it and then decide what to do next (ibid). 
From the above passage it becomes imperative to rely not only 
on the decisions made by the professionals about what is good 
or not good for the patient, even though such evaluations are 
usually made on behalf of the patient and not in consultation 
with the patient. The popular domain should be seen as as the 
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chi (:?f source and most immediate determinant of health care 
Obid). It is the most central part of all healt.t-1 care 
systems across cultures (Chrisman, 1977). 
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CHAPTER-4 
THE PSYCHIATRIC SETTING 
The psychiatric community clinics from which the present 
sample was obtained, are part of Valkenberg Psychiatric 
Ho~.pi tal. During the period under study, p:.ychiatr·:Lc 
community facilities were still lacking. The present clinics 
were accommodated at the local Day Hospitals, 
nurse with a daily attendance of 60-70 patients 
There was a doctor coming once a week and a social 
from Cape Mental Health Society coming once a week to 
see those patients who had been referred with ·social 
problems'. Referals were made from other hospitals and other 
agencies, and the patient capacity was increasing daily. 
The orientation of the clinics was mainly chemotherapy, 
various factors made it difficult for the nurse to offer 
proper care to these patients. The~~e were: overcrowding in 
the clinic; not enough staff to run the clinic; restrictions 
on follow-up visits (one had to go through a lot of red tape 
before permission to do a home visit could be obtained). All 
these made it difficult for the already overworked staff to 
give a proper community service. Many patients who were 
'defaulting' and those who had absconded from hospital, could 
not be properly followed-~p. 
This meant that the 'community' nurse could not reach out 
into the needs of the community. The restrictions were made 
by the very service that claimed to be helping. This often 
brought a lot of job dissatisfaction and resentment because 
of the disparity in the application of the measure• of 
constraints. For instance, these appeared to be relaxed when 
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they applied to the white community. 
Given this background one would expect (and ju5tifiably so) 
to find a high rate of 'defaulters' or non-compliance to 
treatment, followed by a high rate of relapses and re-
admissions. The role of psychiatric services in the community 
appear not to have crystallised, it is not clear to the 
1 c..yper son. That i5., these services are not seen differently 
from any other medical servi~es present in the community. 
Sometimes the willingness, expressed by some of the patients, 
to attend these clinics was because of the drugs they got, 
that they thought were helping them. But the skills of the 
psychiatrist as well as of the psychiatric nurse were/are not 
so widely understood and accepted, other than that they are 
drug dispensers. 
Also~ the demand for psychi~tric service for the few who have 
insight into its effectiveness, far exceeds its availability. 
In other words, the scarcity of psychiatric time (for the 
c~:<mmunity> has made it difficult for the few patients who 
work to avail themselves of the psychiatric services offered. 
With this background it becomes imperative to assess the 
effectiveness of aftercare services provided by community 
psychiatric health programs. In other words, do t.hese help 
discharged psychiatric patients remain in the community? 
Research evidence shews that there is little work done on 
·tt-d =· ,:..rea. Gillis et al. \ 1985); Sandler and Jakoet (1985> 
have raised useful suggestions to indicate that there is a 
need for more effective community-based services in order to 
minimize re-admission rates, by paying more attention to more 
effective patient care and after care. 
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The findings of another follow-up study by Gillis et al. 
(1986; 1989) has yielded disappointing results. Among various 
factors (like, inadequate after care, short hospital stay 
etcl, non-compliance and non-attendance have been highlighted 
as being most problematic. An evaluation of the effectiveness 
of community follow-up has been done solely on pill count and 
one home visit basis. These findings have actually reinforced 
this attitude by creating an impression in the minds of the 
patients and their families that there is no other form of 
service that psychiatry can offer their patients except to 
reassure them that drugs are the best form of care. Also, 
that if they can learn to take their drugs as prescribed, 
their conditions will improve. One home visit per patient has 
been found to be sufficient to arouse their sense of 
responsibility towards their own health. 
It is a given fact that one cannot change a patient's past 
psychiatric history or demographic characteristics to 
increase the probability of remaining in the community 
<Stuart, 1976). But something can be done to change the 
social circumstances of such a community at risk directly by; 
creating housing facilities, creating job opportunities, 
improving living conditions, ~qual distributi~ns of health 
services <my emphasis because this is where any health 
service can directly involve itself in the creation of such a 
service>. 
Patient satisfaction within a health service structure has 
not been investigated in South Africa. Research in other 
countries has linked patient satisfaction to practitioners 
meeting patients' perceptions and expectations <Like and 
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Zyzanski, 1987; Linder-Pelz, 1982 in O'Neil, 1989}. This has 
also been attributed to patients' 
decision-making process <Zola, 1981l. 
participation in the 
lt was against this backgro~nd that the third aim of the 
present ~tudy was advanced in order to explore the effect of 





RATIONALE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
5.1. PROBLEM 
Previous research on mental illness has laid heavy emphasis 
on trying to understand psychiatric phenomena (including 
amafufunyane) in terms of descriptive psychiatric models 
<Vletnman, 1977}. One way to determine how people make 
decisions and carry them out in their daily lives would be to 
observe thetr actions; another is to ask about what they do; 
seeing that direct observation has not been a typical feature 
in psychiatric research, there is bound to be some 
d i :;. tort i on (ibid) • 
For i n :::t an c e , in reflecting upon the results of previous 
psychiatric research in South Africa (Gillis et al , 1984, 
1985~ 1986, 1986, 1987), it can be observed ·that tables like 
those appearing on the findings of such research do not 
reveal the reality of everyday interaction which leads to 
decision:. about help-seeking~ adherence to tret:~tment/ 
admission/ readmission rates etc. Such tables do not show how 
family life or the person s daily activities produced 
the various phenomena those tables portray <Cicourel in Mehan 
and Wood}. This becomes evident when looking at the Gillis et 
a.l ( 1987; 1989) study on non-c:ompl i ance with psychc•tropi c 
medication. 
Psychiatrists have most often been confronted wit~ the 
problem of high rates of readmissions; non-compliance to 
treatment; and late referrals to hospital (due to prolonged 
delays or detours via other treatment systems>, especially 
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when treating Black patients. 
Th~:.:> ca~.e of amafufun_van~ ha:. proved pr-oblE·matic enougt-1 +f.:.<r 
the professionals treating such patients and for the patients 
thE•fT:~:.el \.'t'?S. This seems to stem from the fact that no 
consensus has been reached regarding the dynamics of 
c c•n d :i. t :i. on between those who treat and those who 
e>~ peri encr:- it) . 
The way people use language when they refer to disease and 
illness reflects their beliefi concerning such. Li~tening to 
people speak about their own illness, what they say, as well 
as the way they say it, may give the listener some insight 
into what they believe about the illness \l-<1 ei nman, 1980). 
Allowing people to give their own views of their illnes::. 
conditions may prove to be valuable, especially when planning 
an appropriate treatment approach. 
It seems quite reasonable then that by studying the content 
of people's conceptions/explanations of illness, some insight 
might bE? gaine:·d j.nto how: a) they choose particulf.lr tree·tment 
models for their illness; b) why they remein or do not remain 
in C8.re; C:) or why they move from one model to the other 
<Kleinman, 1980). 
Experience of working amongst psychiatric petients has shown 
that patients a~d patients' relatives often de not volunteer 
information concerning their own conceptions about illness. 
lrJhen they do, the information given is short, c:.i ng l e--phr- 21.c:.e 
explanations and the r~eson behind this is the expressed fear 
of being ridiculed and intimidated. Sometimes the patients 
would express the notion that they do not see the need to 
divulge such information because the doctors and staff will 
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It nas been observed that the encounter between the doctor 
and the patient is one between experts and those who are 
limits research to 'problem frames' 
defined by biomedicine, the solutions offered fit 
only from that standpoint <Kleinman, 1980). In agreement with 
the above assertion, \ 197'2) ., 
therapy that results from such an encounter may bear little 
relationship to the problem for which help was originally 
Given this background, it becomes important to know how the 
patient population who use psychiatric services define and 
evaluate them since it is the layperson who first defines and 
initiates health care activities .:ibid). Also, it seems 
important that patients be made to feel that they are 
participating in the planning of their well-being. 
Experiences 5~ch as those of spirit possession demand 
attention for several reasons, irrespecfive of whether they 
rc~cognized or· labelled as mental i 11 nt?5-s- by ·the 
individual, circle of friends and relatives or professionals. 
possession states are not only common~ 
large part the result of experiences that are strongly 
related to social position. Psychiatric disturbance and in 
particular the possession states which are the main focus of 
th:i s s.tudy ~ are in a critical sense social phenomena, 
their distribution in a population is therefore an important 
way of evaluating and understanding the workings of a society 
<Brown and Harris~ 1975). 
There are no systematic follow-up studies of patients treated 
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h··' :... i healers or those currently recei ··ti nq 
trto-atment, with careful evaluation of their health 
stat0s before and after treatment. The present study has 
tried to enter this untouched area~ though retrospectively. 
data include case illustrations and reports from 
psychiatric patients treated by 'traditional· healers who are 
also currently receiving psychiatric treatment. Alsc•? 
has been done in the present study was to try and establish 
p~ychiatric treatment. 
5.2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The argument put foward in the thesis is that the meaning of 
illness episodes should in itself be treated as a phenomenon 
worth investigating; that is, outside of descriptive methods 
of enquiry adopted in psychiatry. Because without such an 
undert.:'=lki ng nc• full understanding of patient~~' 
illness will ever be reached. 1,-)i th th:i. s 
a theoretical framework is introduced that 1. c: -· 
going to look specifically at ways of alleviating some of the 
problems highlighted in the previous sections. 
1-<1 ei nman <1980) has proposed a useful way of looking at the 
process by which illness is patterned, i nterpre·ted .::..nd 
treated, which he calls the Explanatory Model. \.>h thin the 
parameters of this model? the present study adopts the 
E~planatory Model (EM) and seeks to explore the context of 
meanings and relationships within which certain choices are 
made~ to decide among alternative treatment options, 
to continue in care, when to switch pra~titioners and 
practices? and how to interpret treatment outcomes. 
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EMs offer explanations about particular illness episodes and 
the significance of such episodes for the patient and his 
family, along with their treatment goals. 
Even though they draw upon these general beliefs, they 
'are formed and employed to cope with a 
specific health problem, ~nd consequently they need to be 
Equally, unlike 
the widely shared beliefs that form a public ideology, 
idiosyncratic sets of b8liefs are also held by individuals 
ancJ f ami 1 i es. Berger and Luckman, (1973) describe these as 
· i ncii vi dual packaces of ideas~ no two of which are exactly 
alike ..• · (p.95--96}. 
l<leinman (1980) distinguishes between EMs held by patients 
and those held by practitioners, stating that the study of 
practitioners' EMs explains how practitioners understand and 
treat sickness on the one hand. On the ethel~, 
pi3ti&:::~nt.::. · and families' EMs tells readers how patients and 
families give meaning to particular episodes of illness, and 
how they choose and evaluate particular treatments (ibid}. It 
is the latter that the present study will be concerned with 
(AII'1-3). 
5. 3" Ait1S 
~·Ji th these problems in mind, ~:..ever al ques.tions 
raised which related the problem of illness definition and 
explanation to the patterns of help-seeking. It was therefore 
decided that .:.. ~.tudy vmul d be undertaken to try <~nd e:>: amine 
the issues raised in the literature reviewed, and tho~.e 
stemming from the author's experi~nces. In order to do this, 
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the decision was made to study a sample of Black psychiatric 
patients who were attending a psychiatric community clinic 
run by Valkenberg Hospital in Cape Town. 
1. The primary aim was to present a cultural perspective on 
the study of amafufunyane through an e~ploration of patients' 
explanatory models. That is, the definitions and explanations 
offered by Black psychiatric patients who regard their 
illness to be amafufunyane were explored. The focus on a 
particular phenomenon of African illness is not meant to 
overgeneralise what seems to be the obvious. But to try and 
highlight details of explanations about the conceptions of 
illness etiologies that might be revealing of the dynamics of 
amafufunyane as perceived from the patients' point of view; 
2. The second aim was to try and and establish the existing 
patterns of help-seeking behaviour. That is, by exploring the 
context of meanings and relationships within which certain 
choices are made (regarding a particular illness episode), in 
order to decide among alternative treatment options~ that 
is, whether to continue in care, when to switch practitioners 
and practices. 
3~ The third aim was to explore the effect of the 
psychiatric setting or orientation on help-seeking behaviour 
of patients who are using the psychiatric service. This 





6.1. INTRODUCTION TO KLEINMAN'S FRAMEWORK 
1<1 E·i nm.:;..n ~ 1980) has introduced a conceptual model for 
~-tudyi ng g_§'..[\..~r al cr· iter i a th.:tt guide:· ( l) the hec.~J. th c <:~n?. 
seeking process <:~nd how people ev<:~luate the trt?t:<.t.ment 
( 2} the management of particular i 11 nes:.s:. 
His appro~ch to the proposed model is by citing 
field notes of clinical ethnographies, in order to illustrate 
the phenomena that need to be understood. 
Explanatory models <EMs> are the notions about an episode of 
sickness and its treatment that are employed by all those 
involved in the clinical process <Kleinman, 1980, p. 105>. He 
emphasises that the interaction between the EMs of patients 
end practitioners is a central component of health care. The 
study of practitioners tells the reader something about how 
practitioners understand and treat illness. The ~:.tudy c.<f 
patient and family EMs tell the reader how patients make 
sense of given episodes of illness, 
evaluate particular treatments. 
and how they choose and 
In sum, both patients' and practitioners' offer 
explanations of illness and treatment to guide choices among 
available therapies and therapists. They al sc• reflect 
pr:=:.-rsonal and social meaning on the experience of :::.i cknes!:!. 
1980}. Of particul<:~r importance, 
explanations for five aspects of illness: 
they prO'.d de 
etiology of 
the con eli t ion; (2) time and mode of onset ·of symptoms; 
the path.ophysi ol ogi cal processes involved; 
i llne=.s ~including both the degree of severity and type of 
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illness role - acute, chronic~ impaired, F.:tc.); (5) the 
appropriate treatments for the condition. 
episode of illness. The,_; are use<j. b·y· l·r,d:t·.,,J .. dl.l~.-.'~ ·t~ ~··rl-l·~ - ~ - ,,)  ;, ~J c:l . >! ' 
and manage particular episodes of impaired well-
1.98 ... 1) • These EMs can only be understood by 
examining the specific circumstances in which they are 
Hel l'ili.':'ln \ 19B4) proposes another way of looking at the same 
process and that is, to examine the sorts of questions that 
people ask themselves, when they perceive themselves as being 
ilL \ll'~h:ich includes 
OI'"Qi:<.ni z1. ng the symptoms and signs into a recognizable 
and giving it a name or identity>; 
\explaining etiology of the condition>; 
tL ...... b. a p pen e_d _!:. D .J.!L~? <trying to relate the illness to aspects 
of tht-: p.~t i ent ¥ such as behaviour, persc;nal i ty, heredity 
etc.; \4) ~Shy noll'/? \thE· timing of the illnes.s and its. mode of 
\its likely cou~se, pr-ognc•si s and 
tt-eati ng the concli ti on, including self-medication, 
consultation with friends or- family, or going to see a 
doctm··). 
' . ..., 
0- .J.: . .,, RATIONALE FOR USING EXPLANATORY MODEL FRA1'1E!.>JORI< 
The model itself is presented to demonstr-ate hew it can aid 
1 · ·t t· f th b' d'c 1 rr·,~--·dP_l bacause it overcoming the _lml a·1cns o e 1ome 1 -a 
studies medicine as an inherently semantic subject that is 
inseparable from the conceptualizations of it held by 
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patients~ communities and practitioners. Kleinman's design is 
fc.•tmd us:.e·ful in the pr-esent study~ be~ause it allows a 
specific way of looking at how patient~ explain illness. 
b.~. THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
The explanator-y model framework i~ found to be useful in the 
present study, because it allows a specific way of looking at 
how patients explain illness. It is possible to explore the 
ttH? s:.f.'!mp.le ht::~d to be J.dentifie·d .:tnd that 
involved screening the population of patients who attended 
t. tH? c 1 in i c ~~ n 1988. This was done by using a preliminary 
questionnaire desiqned for this purposa. 
Data was collected by using depth interviews which are 
regarded as relevant in obtaining qualitative material. Open-
ended questions were asked under each category mentioned 
A pilot study was conducted initially to test the 
efficacy of the instr-um~nt. Patients and their- next-of-kin 
to describe their :i. 11 n e::.::. condi ti em 
(amafufunyanE·); describe decisions that had been made and 
give reasons for those decisions; list all treatments that 
had been given and the different healers who had been 
consulted in the sequence they were chosen; 
outcome of each treatment. 
The interview schedule was administered in the following 
format (see Appendix for details>: 
(1) THE PATIENTS' DEFINITION AND EXPLANATION OF ILLNES~ 
This was measured by the responses to the following questions 
dealing with illness episode history. These included: 
- onset and course of illness 
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what made you awa0e that something was amiss? 
what do you think has caused your condition? 
why do you think it started when it did? 
what does your condition do to you? 
how severe is it? will it have a short or long course? 
what do you fear most about your condition? 
problems/difficulties 
condition has caused for you? 
(2) THE PATIENTS' HELP-SEEKING BEHAVIOUR 
Data were obtained about help-seeking behaviour for this 
specific condition and about attitudes towards utilization of 
'tr-.:..ch ti onal healers and of professional 
evalL\ation~. thereof. This area included the following 
que:.ti ons.~ 
- past consultations prior to psychiatric treatment 
what made you seek help in the present treatment? 
(here the concern i~ on perceived failure or success 
what kind of treatment do you think you should receive 
for your condition? 
(3) THE INFLUENCE OF THE PSYCHIATRIC SETTING OR ORIENTATION 
HELP-SEEKING BEHAVIOUR 
what did the doctors call your illness? 
what do they think of ~mafufunyane? 
what are the important results you hope to receive 
from the treatment? (expectations) 
have your expectations been met by any of the 
tr-e.'a·tment!::- yc.;u t-,<:~ve rt?cei ved :in the past and pres.ent? 
have you come across anything in this service that you 
------
are not happy about and would like to raise? 
what are your plans regarding future consultation ~are 
you intending to remain in care, 
pr acti ti ont:::r s?) 
continue changing 
o.~. SAMPLING AND CASE FINDING 
Since the central issue in the present study was in the 
concept.i ens of amafufunyane and the implication of help-
many of the central issues that came out of the 
study can only be viewed by looking at patients who conceive 
of their illness to be amafufunyane but are presently 
receiving psychiatric treatment. However, ideally there would 
be a control group of patients with comparable conceptions 
but who have not sought psychiatric help, in order to see the 
range of coping responses in the population. Lc.-=..cking =:.uch a 
the present study would be limited in the inferences 
made from the data. Of particular importance would be those 
inferences related to gender issues. Only those men and women 
whose conditions resulted in psychiatric intervention could 
bt-.? compared. 
The following criteria were used for inclusion in the sample: 
~~ny Bl <.<~Ck per· son rec:ei vi ng psychi atr· i c care bE~tl<'~een t.h~.? 2nd 
of January 1988 and 28th December 1988, who.was a resident of 
Gugulethu when s/he entered treatment is defined as a 
'pati en·t '; Satellite c 1 in i c =· art=:: psychiatric cltnics 
developed in these areas for the purpose of providing 
community psychiatric services to the local cc•mmuni ty; The 
requirement of residence in this community excluded patients 
whose homes were elsewhere, but. were under psychiatric 
treatment in the same community: For example it exluded 
psychiatric patients who came to Guguletu satellite clinic 
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from other communities like New Crossroads, I<TC <:::.qu;:..t ter 
camp. Patients who were included in the present study were 
those who were attending the psychiatric community clinic for 
the first time after discharge from hospital. 
therefore~ assumed unlikely that the passage of time or their 
experiences in hospital would distort their reports. 
The sole avenue of access to data regarding personal details 
(names and addresses) was through the Out-Patients records 
from Valkenberg Psychiatric hospital. Permission from the 
of the Psychiatric Department, CI.S the 
cooperation of the psychiatrist in charge and the community 
nurses of the clinics concerned were obtained. 
thought to be essential to the realization of the objectives 
of the present study. 
Firstly, the list of all the patients who have been attending 
the Gugulethu psychiatric clinic in 1986 
De·cember-) \-'~as obtc:d.ned. This came to a total of 117. 
Subsequent to this, all one hundred and seventeen patients 
~·1ene s-crr.:-ened at t.he clin:ic .dt.u•-:i.ng at.tendance, this was done 
in order to get to the target population. The screening was 
done by using the preliminar-y questionnair-e which was 
designed for- this purpose. The patients were asked two 
question~-: (i) what do you call your condition? \which i:.<.l so 
refers to illness when translated into Xhosa); \ i i) ltlhy have 
you given it this name? (this was supposed to confirm the 
fir=.t question). Only those who self-labelled themselves as 
having amafufunyane were included in the sample. 
Problems were encountered during this stage of the r-esearch. 
The attendance rate at the clinics was very low. For the 
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first three weeks in the Guguletu clinic <which operates on a 
daily basis from Monday tti Thursday), only four out of twenty 
patients from the sample attended whilst others defaulted. 
The only possible solution was to do the screening at the 
p.::\tiE·nt=:.' homes instead of at the clinic as was planned 
initic-~lly. 
the total population of 117ry only 98 were actually 
19 were untra~eable ~ither because some had moved 
to other areas; one had died (cause of death unknown); 
other's whereabouts were unknown; and others had returned to 
the homelands. Out of the 98 that were screened, only 14 
interviewed together with their next of kin. The depth 
i nt.ervi el.-'J schedule was semi-structured with open-ended 
questions to allow the respondents an opportunity to answer 
questions according to their own choice and formulation. 
6.5. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This study made use of qualitative method for comparing 
patients' EMs of the condition of amafufunyane. 
data collected involved reading of protocols and extraction 
of different themes. These were then summarised and the 
discussions take the form of case illustrations as will be 
shown in the next chapter on findings. 
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
SECTION-1 
CHAPTER-7A 
DEFINITIONS OF AMAFUFUNYANE 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
The present chapter is devided into three sections. The first 
section deals with the incidence rate of amafufunyane among 
the psychiatric patients. The second section focuses.on the 
first aim of the present study: that is, to explore the ways 
in which Black psychiatric patients define, ~nd explain their 
condition. 
7.2. INCIDENCE RATE OF AMAFUFUNYANE 
It was in the interest in the present study to first 
establish the proportion of Black pyschiatric patients who 
conceive of their illness to be amafufunyane. The rates of 
amafufunyane were calculated by relating the number of 
psychiatric patients admitted to the Guguletu pschiatric 
community clinic for the first time in 1988 <between January 
December> and who labelled their illness to be 
.amafufunyane, to the total number of patients who attended 
during this period. 
Table 1. Incidence rate of amafufunyane for the period 1988: 
======== 
Area: Total no. of patients 
attending the clinic 
in 1988 
Guguletu: 98 
Total number of patients 
~Ji th ASP 
14 
Table-! shows the total number of psychiatric patients who 
were attending the clinic for the first time in 1988; and the 
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number of patients who conceived their illness to be 
amafufunyane. Data revealed that only 13,72% of patients 
receiving psychiatric care retain the belief that they are 
suffering from amafufunyane. 
1.~. EXPLORATION OF DEFINITIONS OF AMAFUFUNYANE 
The patients were asked to describe the kind of symptoms they 
had experienced when they first got ill. Since qualitative 
material pertaining to individual patients will be presented, 
each patient is assigned a pseudo name to protect the 
identities of the patients. 
Table-2 (see Appendix-1A> shows the frequency distribution of 
symptoms associated with amafufunyane as they were presented 
by the patients in the sample (when they first got ill>. 
Some of the patients presented with none of the distinct 
symptoms usually associated with amafufunyane, although they 
still believed they were possessed by the same condition. 
Three patients had one 'classical' symptom each: two were 
asocial and one had stomach cramps. Three patients had two 
features each: one showed persistent headache and asocial 
tendencies; the other wild behaviour and asocial tendencies; 
the last one showed running aimlessly and jumping around. One 
patient exhibited three classical symptoms: irritability, 
wild behaviour and enormous strength to those who tried to 
restrain him. 
When the patients were asked to describe their symptoms, the 
expectation was that they would mention at least a cluster of 
the distinct symptoms usually associated with this condition 
<Refer Chapter 1>. The picture which has emerged, however, 
contradicts this initial explanation~ The patients were then 
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asked about their current ideas regarding the symptoms 
associated with amafufunyane. Table-3 (see Appendix-lB> shows 
a list of symptoms given by patients regarding their current 
ideas about amafufunyane 
The impression one got when patients were describing their 
CL\rTent of symptoms USL\all y associated 
amafufunyane, was that the patients looked pleased by the 
fact that they did not present with those symptoms. This 
might have been due to their frightening nature. 
The data in this section allows for certain inferences of 
attitudes displayed by the patients. Patients' attitudes are 
inferred in this section from the observations made on the 
symptoms given in tables-2 and 3 rather than from direct 
questions presented to these patients during the interviews. 
For e>:ample, when a discrepancy was observed between their 
presenting symptoms and the typical picture of amafufunyane, 
the patients "'~ere not asked a direct qLtestion in order to 
unveil this: "what do you think is the reason for the 
discrepancy in your conception of amafL\funyane?" Instead 
inferences were drawn from the open comments they made when 
the author showed a surprised gesture. They were asked to 
comment on the other symptoms that appeared in the picture 
when they were describing this condition. Emphasis was placed 
on establishing whether in their comments they were relating 
the symptoms of this condition to mental illness or not. 
Two said they did not know, they thought what they told the 
author were all the symptoms associated with the condition~ 
Tally said her symptoms could not resemble the typical 
picture because her amafufunyane were put in the brain. She 
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believed that if she had had the ordinary type of 
amafufunyane that reside in the stomach she might have 
presented differently. Thus, the absence of classical 
symptoms was made explicit and such presentations contained 
statements to justify such an absence. The following 
statem~nts were exemplary: as they refute a notion of 
'classic symptoms·:· 
•ell in ay 
the brain, that 
things that other 
case the a1afufunyane were put in 
is.•hy l·did not do all those 
people with aaafufunyane do ••• 
Tally 
aay be it·s because I aa also different fro• 
other patients •ith this~ I aa a strong person and 
will not allo• ayself to be like thea ••• 
A•elia 
The presenting symptoms of the four patients were possibly 
like those of people who are mentally ill. They did not think 
that their condition was different from people who are 
mentally ill, because their symptoms were no different from 
those of mentally ill patients. They further explained that 
in both conditions there is a disturbance in brain 
functioning, and this usually happens when a person worried 
too much. The following comments shed some light into the 
matter: 
a person •ith aaafufunyane talks about things that 
other people cannot understand, talks alone, 
•anders in streets a•ay froa hoae ••• acts like 
soaebody •ho is aad ••• the brain does not function 
properly, it is disturbed ••• 
Eric 
••• whatever the cause, soaebody with a1afufyny1ne 
acts like a person •ha is aentally ill, becoaes 
wild, undresses in public, •ants to have sex all 
the tiae, has an enaraous appetite. The person's 
brain does not functioning •ell, it is disturbed ••• 
Aeelia 
The symptoms in the above two quotes depict a picture of 
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.• ·~.-~~:!> .,. ' 
people who are very di~turbed but who define their 
disturbance in terms of the culturally_accepted idiom. The 
presentation appears to be linked to the explanations of 
cause \that is, personality traits>, and to the type of 
amafufunyane that differs from the known conventional type. 
To these patients, this became a justification for the 
diffent symptoms that do not reflect those of a classical 
nature. 
In conclLtsion, the presentation of symptoms does not reflect 
adherence to the conventional ideas held in general about the 
symptoms of this condition; also, the current views regarding 
the symptoms associated with amafufunyane reflect a certain 
amount of knowledge about conventional ideas regarding this 
condition. Some of the patients expressed the view that 
people get amafufunvane prior to becoming mentally ill. In 
other words, amafufunyane had predisposed these patients to 
mental illness. For instance, when a person has been 
bewitched with amafufunyane, he/she never functions normally 
again. 
example: 
The following comment from a patient's mother is an 
••• ay son is aad now, but he had •••fufunyan~ 
before he becaae aad ••• these can be introduced 
through witchcraft, 1 say witchcraft because I 
don't kno" ho" to explain •••fufunyane ••• 
Onele 
In their original explanations of cause, all the patients 
in the sample attributed the cause of amafufunyane to 
sorcery/witchcraft; except for Amelia thought that it was 
sorcery/witchcraft on the one hand, and the works of God on 
the other. From the examination of explanations of cause, it 
was found that witchcraft beliefs still existed linking 
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patient. They seek out a sorcerer to cause their enemy harm. 
7.4. CHANGING PATTERNS OF CONCEPTIONS 
This section shows that explanations of cause changed after 
hospital i :.at i c.1n (because of exposure to other orientations), 
to show an interplay of other factors other than those 
as.sc•c j. a ted vii th convent_ i onal ide a:. r+?gardi ng amafufLmyan_g 
that were not accommodated in their initial +?>: p 1 an at. ions. 
This is a confirmation that EMs do change with time, they are 
dynamic in nature. 
TABLE-4: Categories of explanations of cause 
·----------- ·
1. :;.orcery /wit chcr ;0\ft: 1 ·~· 
2. psychosocial stress : external job related stress :1/14 
intrafamilial stress;2/14 
3. personality traits ; 3/14 
4. supernatural causation <God) 1i14 
Table-4 shows four different ca~egories of explanations of 
cause offered by the patients. These categories should not be 
seen as exclusive categories, bu't a:. i ntel'"-rel ated and t-~ere 
thus used interchangeable by the patients. The figures next 
to each category reflect the number of patients using those. 
As can be seen, the total number of patients who used the 
categories is more than the total number of patients in the 
sample. This was because four of the patients used more than 
one explanation. For instance, one patient exploited all four 
categories in her explanation of cause, u-.i s wi 11 become 
evident in the following discussion. 
All the patients in the sample attributed the cause of 
one patient the<uqht that 
it was sorcery/witchcraft on the one hand, and the works of 
God on the other hand. From th~ examination of conceptions of 
cause, different themes emerged. It was found that witchcraft 
beli1~fs e.till existed linking to the evil 
harbor malice toward a patient. They seek out a sorcerer to 
cause their enemy harm. 
In addition t.o sorcery/witchcraft and 
cau<::.at.i on, patients gave other explanations~ 




e>:planat.ions that ar·e similar ti:) tt-,os.e used in ps.ychiatr·y. 
For i nsti:.-:..nce, a patient's belief that she had been bewitched 
was accompanied by her awareness that she could have become 
ill because she had been working under stress, ;:d so that s-he 
had been worrying too much with nobody to share her worries. 
As some of the respondents gave :more than one causal 
e>~ p 1 anati on=:., their 
different categories. 
under each category. 
<1> SORCERY/WITCHCRAFT 
responses were divided into four 
Their conceptions were then considered 
For 83% of the patients in the s~mple, witchcraft/sorcery was 
~-t i 11 the major explanatory model for the occurance of 
amafufunyane·even after hospitalisation. This became evident 
in the last section when the conceptions of symptoms were 
e>:plored that, even if the patients' presenting symptoms 
differed from conventional ideas about amafufunyane, t\o'IO of 
the patients retained the conception of the cause of their 
illness which was in agreement with conventional ideas about 
the etiology of amafufunyane. But Eric and Faith no longer 
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their ill nes~. .amafufuny0ne, through 
discussions with their doctors they came to realise that the 
nature of their personalities were responsible for their 
illne=·=· CRefi;:r \2) belo~A!J. 
(2)PERSONALITY TRAITS 
It was also evident from the responses of two of the patients 
<as mentioned above), that certain personality traits were 
perceived as having predisposed them to illness. The:.e 
patients had changed their original conceptions about the 
cause and the very label of their illness • 
. ~ 
They now thought 
their illness was due to a disturbance in the functioning of 
the brain ~nd this in turn is caused by worrying too much. 
They also thought that the ~octors in hospital made them see 
things differently. The following comments were exemplary: 
I have always been a nervous person. I get 
Married easily over s•all •atters, that Mould not 
Marry other people •.• 
Er it: • 
... I had a lot of worries before I beca•e ill, and 
we used to quarrel a lot with •Y husband ••• he did 
not want to listen to •e ~nd I decided to keep 
quiet. •• doctors said that is what .ade •e sick and 
I agree with the•··· 
Faith. 
I a• a very serious person, I take things 
seriously and this •akes.•e Norry a lot ••• things 
Mere bad at Mork but there were also •Y in-laws ••• 
A•elia. 
These patients viewed themselves as having been made more 
vulnerable to illness by the very nature of their 
per~.onal i tie: .• Amelia, unlike the other two, had not ruled 
out sorcery/witchcraft. She saw her personality disposition 
as additional factor that contributed to her ill~ess. 
(3) PSYCHOSOCIAL STRESS 
As can be seen from Table-4, this category was used to group 
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only two types of psychosocial stress, that is, 
stress related to one's job; and internal stress related to 
intrafamilial problems. 
O:il~OB_E;EL.ATED STRESS: 
Only one patient related directly to jo~ related stress as 
playing a role in bringing about her condition is, 
She had provE~ herself well in the company as a 
result she was recommended for a higher position which was 
particul~rly demanding, and was expected to peform extremely 
She could not peform well because of various reasons: 
she did not have the necessary Maths skills for the work she 
was supposed to do; she also hated the subject at school; her 
supervisor was very unsympathetic. She, therefore, considered 
this job to be a significant cause of her illness. 
ii>INTRAFAMILIAL STRESS; 
The same patient discussed in the previous category was 
convinced that her long-standing problems with her 
hated her coupled with an unhappy marriage 
responsible for her illness. She felt that there was nobody 
with a right frame of mind who could survive such pressures. 
The fact that she was expos~d to such stressors made her ill, 
she could not function 'normally' under such circumstances. 
Another patient also thought that his unhappy relationship 
with his wife made him ill, they was always friction in the 
house and he did not know how to handle the situation. He 
tht~n became i 11. 
0:4)SUPERNATURAL CAUSATION; 
Here illness is attributed to the direct actions of 
<:.upernatural forces, such as God, demonic or ance:.t.r al 
L 
=·P i r i t s;, • In the present sample this explanation was used by 
Amelia only, when she described her illness as a Test of her 
Faith. She used demonic possession interchangeably with evil 
=·Pi r it to mean .::..mafuf uny~:..ne. on the c•ne rta.nd, 
pno-di !:',.posing f actc•r fm· sHD.?-fufunvanE:. on the other· hand. 
Drawing from her r~ligious orientation, one patient said that 
people could get sick if God so wishes. In her case it was 
God who made her ill, because He was testing her Faith. 
she had been loyal to God, prayed everyday she would not have 
got the evil spiritsl?mafufunyan~/demons because God would 
have protected her from such attacks. She used these concept 
i nter·ch.:.~.nge.:<.b 1 y mean the thing~ that i 5' 
8.!}1af L\·f unyane. 
In ~-um, most of the patients still believed that the sole 
c: aus.e of their illness condition was that they had been 
bel'Ji tchecl; thoght it thE• combination of 
sorcery/witchcraft and i ntr af P.lmi l i <:<.1 that \'-)i:t.S 
responsible for his illness;·one thought it was the interplay 
of all four categories: sorcery/witchcraft; her perr::.r.:•nal i ty 
traits which predisposed her to illness; job related stress 
and intrafamilial stress also made her ill; and lastly it was 
the direct action of God>; the last two patients totally 
rejected their initial conceptions which placed emphasis on 
sorcery/witchcraft, and instead adhered to the explanations 
emphasising personality traits. 
Sorcery/witchcraft was the major explanation of cause for all 
the patient=., tha·t is, when the symptoms firit appeared. 
The different conceptions given by patients showed an 
i nter·pl ay between the magical and social /natur <:1l 
e;.: planations. This interplay was probably characteri~tic of 
their psychiatric orientation. Thus, along with the ideas 
about sorcery or witchcraft~ some of the patients pointed to 
further determining influences such as social 
During the interviews it became evident that the majority of 
Their psychiatric 
orientation was based on their personal interactions with 
other patients in the wards and during their visits to the 
clinic. 
7.5.ASSESSMENT OF LONG-TERM PROGNOSIS OF CONDITION 
A question had been posed to the patients as to how the 
condition had affected them. The responses were divided into 
that is, those who thought the condition had affected 
them and the kind of changes reported; and those who thought 
it had not affected them. 
The patients who thought the condition had affected them, 
clear judgements about impairment of functioning 
produced by symptoms of this condition. These judgements were 
partly explained in terms of interference with 
functioning <that is, social and interpersonal relations> .. 
For some impairement was severe and permanent, and for others 
it was temporary. Several of the patients volunteered the 
information that they were unable to perfor~ their work 
that they had peer concentration or were fearful 
the future. The following statements are illustrative: 
This has really affected •e, I alMays feel tired, 
cannot pay attention or concentrate in cla55 ••• 
"i lli e 
it is no longer ea5y to do si•ple tasks at 
ho•e, like cooking, cleaning the house ••• I do not 
of 
have the energy to go anywhere ..• 
Bi 11 
I lose interest Mhen I a• working, I often 
fear that I will never be able to Mork again. 
Connie 
To judge the impairement as permanent or temporary was 
associated with the length of time the person had had the 
c r.:.n d i t i on , and the failure of the different treatments that 
had been tried. The patients who had had amafufunyane for 
more than two years, said they had less chances of recovering 
from the impairement incurred from the condition. The 
following remarks were typical: 
I can no longer do household chores like washing, 
cleaning the house ••• 
Connie 
all the healers we have contacted have not 
been able to cure •e, I a• still sick •.• 
habell a 
... there see•s to be no cure for this, I have had 
it for •any years ••• I do not think I will be 
nor•al again I tan no longer do the things I 
used to do ... 
Bill 
Some of the patients said that they stopped working because 
of arnaf_L1funyane. They never had energy to go OLI"t and 1 ook f c·r-
work; if they were lucky to get a job, ~hey could not keep it 
for long because they often got sick at work. T hi s c: Gn d i ·t i on 
made them susceptible to harsh treatment thet they got from 
unsympathetic employers who expected a lot from them. 
The other two patients felt differently on the issue of 
impairment. They did not think that· the condition had 
affected them that much. The changes that were eMperienced 
when the illness started were perceived as temporary. Some 
made reference to their previous functioning (before they had 
f\mafufunyane), comparing that with present functioning. They 
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could not see how the condition might have affected them 
because they could not perceive any difference in the way 
they thought and behaved, and in their relationships with 
others. This was clearly reflected in the statement made by 
one patient who did not think that he had been affected by 
the condition: 
I cannot see any change in •e, I can still 
feel and think like before. At work I a• still 
holding •Y old job, nothing has changed ••. 
Eric 
When asked about their future plans, there was a lot of 
uncertainty amongst those who felt t~at the condition had 
affected them. They did not know what would happen to them if 
they could not get a cure. The following comments were 
exemplary: 
I do not know what Mill happen to •e if I cannot 




will depend on whether the 
Pinelands will cure this 
Bill 
I feel well no• and the doctor told •e I a• 
not sick any•ore. But I a• not sure whether I will 
not get a•afufunyane again •.• 
Tally 
The above comments had a bearing on the future patterns of 







From thE• 1 iter at1.ire reviewed it 11-~a~. shc:•wn that .am~fufuny~ 
is perceived by patients in general, as a witchcraft-related 
--...J 
I 
c:ond:i t i c•n. Also that, it is believed to be amenable only to 
the therapeutic intervention of 'traditional· healers and not 
I 
I 
western trained professionals~ It was shown in the previous 
I section. on etiology that all the patients in the sample still 
e:>: pi an at ions. That being the case, these patients would be 
expected to seek help from 'traditional· healers. From i:he 
examination of the p~esent data, it was found that patients 
1'-se<.\le been tc• and ar·e :.till cc•nsulting various healers (pricH'" 
and after hospitalisation>. It is this passage from treatment 
to treatment that is the focus of the present section. 
The different themes that emerged from the data will be 
discussed under the following categories: ( 1) pi::!t.terns c•f 
help-seeking prior to the first referral tc• • ho-::.pi tal; 
frequency of visits to healers and average time spent en such 
visits prior to hospitalisation; determinants of help-seeking 
behaviour. 
7. 2. PATTERNS OF HELP-SEEI<ING PRIOR TO HOSPITALIZATION 
In this section different healers that the patients have 
consul ted prior to hospitalisation are described and 
illustratated by means of.tables; the frequency 6f visits to 
these healers and the average time spent on such visits; and 




Types of healers consulted prior to hospitalization 
----------------------------------------------------------------
N of patients visiting 
visiting each healer 
-----------------------------------------------------~----------




private practice 1 
Table-5 shows the different types of healers that the 
patients had consulted prior to hospitalisation, that .· l s' 
bet\o'1een the onset c•f =-ymptcHns and the f i r!:.t ref err a.l ·tc• 
hospi t2<.l; the number of patients visiting each healer. Faith 
healers were visited by a high proportion of patients in this 
sample (8). The fre~uency of visits to these healers was also 
hiqh, with five patients visiting twice; herbalists wer·e 
visited by five out of fourteen patients and this made them 
the second type with a high proportion of patients; the 
diviners and the general practitioner were the least visited, 
with the lowest proportion of patients <2:1, respectively). 
The average time spent between the onset of symptoms and the 
first referral to hospital ranged from a period of two months 
to as long as nine years. During these periods patients had 
been moving from one healer to the other in an attempt to get 
treatment. On examination of the reasons for this pattern, it 
that some patients ~anted an explanation and 
treatment for their condition; some wanted a confirmation for 
t.he 1 abel they had given to their condition, r.:"\nd also 
treatment. When they did not get better, decisions v-1ere 
arrived at through consultation with various sources, as 
bl 
will be shown in the following section. 
7.3.DETERMINANTS OF HELP-SEEkiNG BEHAVIOUR 
TABLE-6: 
----------------
Deter•inants of help-seeking behaviour 
- Specific illness label 
- The aetilogies the label i•plicates 
- NetMork of referrel 
-Evaluation of healers· therepeutic interventions 
- Proxi•ity to a particular treat•ent resource 
- ignorance on the part of the patient and the social netMork 
about available psychiatric co••unity resources 
T a.bl e-6 lists the various determinants of help-seeking 
behavinur. The specific illness label appears to dominate in 
determining the decision/s or action/s that will be t<..::tken. 
When patients were asked what motivated them to seek help 
from healers, they all used the label 
de:.cri be their state. The 1 abel i mpl i e:. a specific 
etiological explanation. That is, they related a series of 
misfortunes that had pursued them either recently or as long 
as a year or more before and had persisted to the present 
time~ The network of referrals also proved to be an important 
determinant of help-seeking. 
One was advised by a social worker who was both a friend and 
a neighbour because her symptoms were getting worse; four 
were advised to go to hospital by concerned neighbours 
because their symptoms were getting worse and the treatment 
was not helping; two patients were advised by a private 
practioner and South African Police (respectively) 
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they displayed wild and aggressive behaviour that could not 
be controlled by relatives; it also appeared that the patient 
who was referred by a private practitioner to hospital, 
friends had taken her there because they did not know what to 
do or where to go; the rest of the patients were referred by 
relatives. 
The patients had gone to the healers because the healers had 
di agnc•sed the b':lmafufuny_~'l[!e and, ther ef c:or t.:.·, the e>: pect. at i c•n 
was that they would be able to cure the condition. Al :.o, the 
fact that these healers had been recommended by friends and 
relatives to be specialists in this field, raised patients' 
hopes. 
until 
Six of these patients consulted more than one healer, 
they could see ~hat ~hey were not getting better, and 
at the same time the condition was getting worse. In other 
words, it was failure of the healers to treat these patients, 
and the severity of the symptoms that made it possible for 
them to be referred to hospital. 
It was also the ignorance on the part of the patients and 
their network of referrals about the available psychiatric 
services in the community that accounted for the delays in 
seeking psychiatric help. The healers were within reach and 
easily accessible and also the fact that they had the 
reputation for treating condition of this nature made them 
the only plausible resource available to them. 
Fi gur e--1 <see Appendix-2> is an illustration of the various 
determinants of help-seeking behaviour and the actual s·teps 





THE EFFECT OF PSYCHIATRIC SETTING ON HELP-SEEKING BEHAVIOUR 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
The third aim of thro' present ~-tudy was. to e>:plnr·e the effect 
of the psychiatric setting on help-seeking. As a point of 
departure, 1t is important to remember that data presented in 
the previous sections demonstrate that when these patients 
came to hospital and were admitted, they still conceived .of 
their i 11 nes.s in ter·m:. c•f sot-r.:ery/wi tchcl~aft and SL!pt::·r·natural 
causc.~l explanations as the primary determinants of help-
seeking behaviour; amafufun"{ane was not viewed t.o be r·el ated 
to ment.al i 11 ne<::.s; they had come to hospital because 
treatment from the healers had failed to cure them; and their 
symptoms had persisted and worsened. It is the purpose of the 
present chapter to establish what happens to these patients 
in the psychiatric service by exploring various issues. These 
include: the psychiatric diagnosis and treatment and 
place given to patients' conceptions of illness; (ii) 
patients' evaluation of psychiatric treatment. 
7.2. PSYCHIATRIC ORIENTATION and PLACE GIVEN TO PATIENTS' 
CONCEPTIONS 
It was not the aim of this study to investigate the 
assessment processes and approaches used in hospital, to do 
that would require a different approach to that applied in 
the present sample. The main purpose of this section was to 
establish whether psychiatric doctors do consider patients' 
EMs in the assessment of psychiatric conditions. The 
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expectation was that: if psychiatric doctors do consider 
patients' EMs in their asessments, that would be indicated in 
the different phases of assessment, diagnostic formulation 
and in the planning of treatment. The aim of this endevour 
was to look through the out-patients records of these 
patients to examine in retrospect the criteria employed by 
the psychiatric doctors in attributing diagnoses and in 
planning treatment. Such a criterion would have implications 
for the patients' future patterns of help-seeking. 
TABLE-7: 
======== 
Psychiatric diagnoses of patients with a•afufunyane 
DIAGNOSIS H 
Schizophrenia 5 
Schizophreniform disorder 4 
Depression 
Organic Brain Syndrome 
Culture-Bound Syndrome 
Table-7, shows that nine of the patients in the present 
sample were diagnosed as either Schizophrenia or 
Schizophreniform disorderi three as Depressed; one ~ith 
Organic Brain Syndrome; and one with Culture-Bound Syndrome. 
Looking at Table-2 <see Appendix-1> and comparing this with 
patients' presenting symptoms in the hospital records <Table 
not available), it became interesting to find that none of 
the history in the records reflected culture specificity of 
the condition as was seen in Table-2 except for the last 
patient on the above table. What can be inferred from this 
observation is that, when in hospital, patients appeared to 
select only those symptoms that they thought would be 
apprerciated by the doctors. The diagnoses assigned to their 
condition were based only on what they presented with which 
excluded their original conceptions prior to hospitalisation. 
Psychiatric diagnoses assigned to patients, reflected 
important impressions and evaluations. These were: nothing 
reflects an enquiry into or knowledge of the patients' 
conceptions of illness and patterns of help-seeking prior to 
hospitalisation; the prevailing inadequate assessments 
mitigate the accuracy of the diagnoses and this can lead to 
the questioning of the processes involved. 
The patients' records contained such scanty information, that 
it would be an injustice to come to any sorts of conclusions 
about these issues. After examining the records, it was found 
that throughout th~ entire assessements there was no mention 
of amafufunyane or any related term and enquiry thereof to 
give an indication that such material had been explored 
before. The patients' presenting symptoms were classified 
into diagnostic categories that did not reflect (a) how those 
had been arrived at; (b) a full understanding or appreciation 
of the patients' conceptions about the illness. 
Of significance, though, is whether a fuller appreciation of 
the patients' original problems would have lead to any change 
in the perceived diagnosis. Also, it is not known whether a 
fuller appreciation of patients' EMs would have led to 
judging the presenting problem as representing more, less, or 
equal amounts of disturbance. Treatment which consisted 
mainly of drugs, was provided on the basis of the diagnostic 
categories without enquiring into the patients' models. 
The second issue here is to determine what inferences can be 
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drawn from the information available on patients who attend a 
psychiatric clinic. Do patients find themselves in the middle 
of two contrasting world views and conceptions about illness? 
Are doctors' diagnoses, prognoses and treatments readily 
accepted and in good faith by the patients? Though the 
patients were not asked such questions, it is permissible to 
draw inferences from the comments that patients made when 
they were asked questions to ascertain their evaluations of 
psychiatric treatment. 
7.3. PATIENTS' EVALUATION OF HOSPITAL TREATMENT 
From the eMamination of the patients' responses on whether 
they thought psychiatric treatment was beneficial or not for 
their illness, it became evident that they evaluated that on 
the basis of whether it had cured amafufunyane or not. 
H~BLE-8: 
--------
Patients' evaluations of psychiatric treatment and 
their di agno!:.es 
Patient's evaluation 
Treatment very helpful in 
curing amafufunyane 
Treatment helpful in the 
short run but uncertain of 

























Treatment helpful but needs 
to be complemented with 






Table-8, shows patients' 
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eval \.\at ions of psychiatric 
treatment, the list of patients using their initials, and 
the diagnoses of such patients. Three of the patients 
believed that psychiatric treatment had cured amafufunyane; 
six of the total sample said that the hospital treatment was 
helpful in the short run but w~re uncertain whether it would 
be helpful in the long run. It had managed to alleviate the 
severe symptoms like aggression. That is, patients were no 
longer aggressive or too nervous after using the treatment 
\Simile and Mongezi respectively>; Although there was some 
relief, other symptoms were still present. For example, 
Onele's mother felt it was difficult to say, because Onele 
was still sick, amafufunyane were still in his body. The 
injection that he received from the hospital and the clinic 
only helps in making him less active but it also makes him 
feel weak all the time. 
Five patients felt that hospital treatment was helpful but 
needs 1o be complemented with treatment from the healers. 
Amelia said the treatment received in hospital made her very 
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sick, that is, it made her feel more depressed that before 
she was admitted and nobody paid attention when she 
complained, and she thinks that was the reason she spent so 
much longer in the psychiatric hospital than she bargained 
for. Also the fact that doctors did not address the problems 
that she thought were uppermost in the cause of her illness. 
Would the uncertainty expressed by these patients be 
heightened when they discover that even in the long run the 
cure is still doubtful? What would happen to them when they 
find out? Would they find it convenient and comforting to 
still appreciate a visit to t~e healer? 
7. 4. FIITURE PATTEF:NS OF HELP-SEEKING BEHAVIOUR 
In the previous section it was found that the patients' m~in 
concern was that the cause of the illness was still present, 
it has not been attended to. This made them uncertain as to 
whether they should continue with the same treatment after 
discharge. In Chapter-7A the patients' responses were 
examined to assess their conceptions regarding the prognosis 
of this condition. In the same chapter· [Refer Chapter-7Al 
patients' conceptions regarding the cause of amafufunyane 
were assesed to see whether these had changed; and the 
implications of such a change regarding patterns of help-
seeking. 
The present section looks at the patterns of help-seeking 
being or to be utilized by these patients. The findings show 
a hierarchical resort, mixed type (in Kleinman, 1980) • The 
various patterns of help-seeking behaviour are illustrated in 
Figure-1 <Refer, Appendix-2A> and the patterns show an 
exclusive type. That is, patients' movements involved only 
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'traditional' healers. The mixed type of pattern illustrates 
the movements of patients amongst a variety of healers 
including the western trained professionals. 
Figure-2 (see Appendix-2B> illustrates movements of patients 
as they seek treatment for amafufunyane among different 
healers. The above pattern was evident in the patients' 
responses when they were asked about their plan of action for 
the future. Their responses took the form of recommendations 
to others: 
- when the symptoms appear the person should seek psychiatric 
treatment without delay. This response came from patients 
who, themselves, believed that psychiatric treatment was 
helpful in treating the condition; 
to seek psychiatric help only when there is no relief after 
a person has used 'traditional' treatment; 
to go to hospital only when symptoms become severe, that 
is, when the person gets wild and uncontrollable. These two 
responses were uttered by patients who believe that 
psychiatric treatment is helpful for short term but its 
success in the long run i• uncertain. This means patients 
continue to allign themselves with the treatment that brings 
relief even if it does not bring a cure. 
The last group expressed uncertainty and ambivalence about 
wh~t their future patterns will be because they were not sure 
of a better cure themselves. They had reservations about 
the treatments they had used so far. They viewed psychiatric 
and traditional interventions as both appropriate and can be 
used interchangeably in their situation. In sum they ended up 
recommending psychiatric treatment anyway, that is, if 
7(1 
symptoms get out of hand. To this last ~roup, the treatment 
that they got bore little relationship to the problem for 
which help was originally sought. 
From the patients' comments it became obvious that most of 
the patients had never discussed amafufunyane with the 
psychiatric professionals who treated them. Various reasons 
were given for this. Firstly, professionals were not told 
about the condition beca~se they never asked about it. 
Secoridly, patients never volunteered information because they 
feared being ridiculed, and that doctors would not 
understand. Thirdly, patients said that doctors do not have 
time for them, they also do not expect patients to be capable 
of engaging in a 'normal· conversation with them. Fourthly, 
doctors think that· only tablets and injections are good for 
this condition, but these can make a person sick too. 
That patients had ideas about the attitudes of doctors and 
about the use of treatment, meant that they had a basis for 
evaluating the doctors' actions. The patients have their own 
expectations when they go to see a doctor, and any evaluation 
each makes is compared to these expectations. Furthermore, 
that these patients had ideas about the causes of their 
illness, meant that they had notions of the appropriateness . 
of their contributions in the treatment process. It was 







The purpose of this section is to illustrate the trends and 
e<.r-gurrrent s of the pt- e.vi ous chapter:. and to i 11 L\ITd nate t.hem 
with the presentation .and discussion of case studies. The 
issues that emerge from the first two cases (those of Amelia 
i.':lnd TEd 1 y) are mainly concerned with the definitions and 
and help-seeking behaviour accordingly 
Mast importantly, these cases are presented in order 
to illustrate issues surrounding the effects the 
psychiatric orientation adapted at the clinic, on the patient 
\i::~im 3}. Both have bad one admission to a psychiatric 
:i.n=.t:itution, diagnosed Depression and Organic Brain Syndrome 
n?.:::.pecti vel y. 
7.2.CASE-1 
THE CASE OF AMELIA 
Amelia is a 35yr old female born and bred in Cape Town. She 
has been living in a township near East London from 1978 till 
1988 while employed at a local factory. During this period 
she got married <1981) and has a 7yr old daughter. At present 
she is separated from her husband and is back in Cape Town 
staying with her sister in a 4-room house in Langa. She 
belongs to the Roman Catholic Church, and attends church very 
oft-en. When she was at school she had always cherished the 
idea of becoming a nurse. Her dreams were frustrated when she 
passed std-10 and could not get a vacancy to train as a nurse 
in any of the hospitals to which she had applied. Then !':.he 
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started looking for any kind of job she could get. 
was visiting in East Lo~don she met some influential 
who organised a job for h~r at a local factory. 
the aptitude t~sts with ease. 
people 
This was 1978 when she got her first job as a packer~ the 
he:·l d unt i 1 1980. rJescr:i. bes 
relationship with collegues as 'not so good'. 
including the supervisor, was rude and jealous. Between 1980 
and 1987 she got seven promotions. It was very important to 
her to prove herself by excelling in every position that she 
occupied, as she put it in her own w?rds: II 
ht:~ppy, proving my~::.elf, found. e··1erything ct)allenging. 11 
~~:Lent~=:. F're_c;edi nq the nn~et of I l.J ne:.~ 
Towards the end of 1987; just prior to the onset of her 
i 1 1 ne::.:;:. ~ she was promoted yet again to work i:!t ACCOUNTS 
PAYABLE DEPARTMENT whPn things started to change. Unlike in 
the previous d~partments where her work brought her int.o 
~!ose contact with people, the present department differed in 
the sense that she was dealing with figures and accounts all 
day. This frustrated her because she never liked figures even 
at schc•ol- " ••. I didn't like the job •.• it was not my line, 
it was frustrating me. I also didn't like the way the 
supervisor was teaching me. She was not favourable to me, she 
\1'!.:<.: <·~ 'v1ERI<F:At1PTE •.• 11 At this ste<.ge she really felt very 
fru:::.tr e<:ted. 
At home, the situation was no better. She was living with her 
husband at the time and she describes her relationship with 
him as 'disastrous·. She says she married him out of pity 
because he was a nice man when they first met, the only 
7.,., 
problem was that he was not working. He pressurised her into 
mar·ryirsg him, and because· she was 'hopelessly' irs love with 
him she agreed on condition that h~ finds himself job. 
Amelia thinks her husband married her because of her money 
and the house. He did not care for her, was unconcerned about 
her unhappiness at work, at the same time he wanted her to 
change the house into his name and she refused. She thinks he 
was jealous of her, she could sense that he felt undermined 
and threatrsed though he never voiced that out. 
Dt§.f-:T OF ILLNESS 
The more she thought about it the more she did not feel like 
going to work and the very idea of work brought miserable 
feel :i ng~:: .• What was strange was that the husband looked happy 
as if he was enjoying seeing her like that, and he never 
bothered to ask what was going on. She was very nervous and 
frightened, had a persistent headache and could not sleep at 
night. She became forgetful, and her mind was working very 
fast~ thinking of too many things at the same tiroe. She could 
not concentrate, had a poor eyesight and lost interest in her 
work and in her friends. Others at work also noticed these 
changes and were passing remarks like~ 
stupid?' 
:why is Amelia so 
She felt very lonely at work. The job situation had turned 
into a nightmare for her. The last straw was when another 
supervisor from the same dept. used abusive language to her. 
This was very degrading, she felt empty inside. The personnel 
manager noticed the change irs her and remarked about it. He 
told her that she had lost the spark she used to have, and 
that she was less communicative with those around her, 
sitting alone sometimes, something she never did before. He 
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called t·,et- and made thi ~· reme.r·k " ••• Amelia you have been a 
prc•gres::.i ng, why all of a sudden you are a 
stupid woman who can't cope, whereas you have been coping all 
these years ... There's something strange in you, you're quiet 
and accepting everything that is done to you .•. I · m nt.n- ;;:.:i. ng 
On the following day she did not go to work, i ns.t.ec:<.d 
approached her neighbour who was both a friend and a social 
worker by profession. She told the social worker that she was 
not feeling well and asked for her advice on what to do. The 
social worker advised her to go to the local p::.ychi atr i c: 
community service where she was where she could be helped. 
At the service she was assessed by a psychiatrist who told 
her that her condition was due to the fact that she was 
undergoing a lot of stress at work, and was given treatment 
in the form of tablets to take home. She knew at the time 
that the stress at work was not the real reason why she was 
i 11. She had been bewitched by her husband, her i n-l a~o-~s and 
her ex-boyfriend with amafufunyane; to her, stress created by 
the working conditions was secondary to sorcery. The tr.:-.blets 
which she was given by the psychiatrist were not going to be 
helpful b~cause she was staying with a jealous husband under 
c•ne r·oof, who would use everything in his power to see to it 
that those tablets did nbt help her. 
While she continued with this treatment, she visited the 
local church and asked t6 see the priest. She ae.ked the 
priest to pray for her and ask God to forgive her for ·failing 
to worship His word, explaining that she has not been feeling 
~ ... 
l .... ' 
well in the past few days. She knew God has been testing her 
Faith in Him, and now the demons are possessing her. She 
hoped that by praying and asking for forgiveness, 
protect her from further attacks of sorcery. 
God would 
After a few days she stopped taking the treatment and her 
condition became worse and she did not go to work for a week. 
When she did return to work she was not looking any better 
and she was subsequently taken to the psychiatrist who 
told her that she was having a nervous breakdown because of 
work-related stress. When she tried to convince them that it 
was her husband who was after her, nobody listened. She was 
then referred to a psychiatric hospital for admission. 
Upon admission to the hospital, she was diagnosed as Major 
Depression? Adjust~ent Disorder with Mixed Emotions. She was 
described in t~e hospital record as follows: very depressed 
in the face of stressful working and a non-supportive 
environment; perception normal (previously had auditory 
hallucinations>; affect mood congruent; cognition fully 
orientated. Her conceptions about her husband's, in-laws and 
ex-boyfriend's motives for bewitching her were dismissed. 
After three weeks of treatment with antidepressants, she was 
described in the record as ~ontrolled and was discharged to 
the care of the husband. 
When she returned home she found her own mother waiting for 
her, and demanding an explanation for her daughter's illness 
from the husband who avoided eye contact. Her mother 
concluded, without being told, that the whole family had 
bewitched her daughter and that she was taking her home. The 
following day? Amelia submitted her resignation letter which 
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was received with shock by her employers who still e>tpected 
her to r-etur-n to v~or k. She explained to them that she needed 
to be away from her husband because he was the cause of her 
ill nes:.s. She immediately made arrangements to sell her house 
and move her belongings to her mother's place where she is 
presently staying. 
At the time of the present interview thr-ee months 
after discharge from hospital) she has been staying with her 
sister for a year, finally separated from her husband, 
appears settled and has found a 'fulfilling' job in one of 
the leading local .companies. 
7.3. DISGUf?SIQN OF CASE-t 
An outline of Amelia's view of the etiology of her condition 
as it emerges from her case history shows that the causes of 
her amafufunyane inc 1 ud~:o~ ~orcery/witchcraft; demonic: 
stresses such as the over demanding 
job she held and the intrafamilial problems with her husband 
The antecedents of the illness are related to 
one e<.nother. the symptoms displayed by Amelia 
indicate those of someone who is undergoing a lot of stress 
and without enough coping methods; her feelings about being 
possessed in turn are fostered by the kind of unhealthy 
relationship she has with her husband and in-laws which leads 
her to believe that they are bewitching her. Events in her 
inner and interpersonal life such as: worrying too much, 
spending sleepless nights, her guilt feelings over the fact 
that she has not been worshiping her God, make her vulnerable 
and produce susceptibility to amafufunyane. 
The above description depicts all the causes and their 
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r·eli::~tionship i:OIS t.hey v-~er-e de~.cr-.ibed by Amelia and r!er· mother-. 
But when they talked about t~e onset and the progression of 
the illness, they do not try to relate any of the causes they 
give into a logical whole as i~ is done above. 
explanation can stand alone as a self-sufficient explanation 
for amafufunyane. To her it was true that people who doubt 
the word of God and do not pray, J;oJi 11 alway:. fall 
evil spirits. Even those who really believe in Him, can still 
get iJ.l because God tests their faith - God allows them to 
get ill.. During the interview she recounted that she had not 
been praying as before, has failed to go for follow-up 
treatment from the faith healer, all the~.e m.:c.de her 
Vulnerable to sorcery/witchcraft. Also, possession can be 
attributed to sorcery. This shows that one patient can hold 
E1l most c:<.ll the above simultaneously and without apparent 
di scomfor·t. 
Whilst giving this accounte she acknowledged the stress 
factors that she was experiencing at the time un 1 crv i ng and 
unsupporting husband, unsympathetic supervisor, inability to 
cope with her work etc. She also offers a psychological 
explanation for her illness, tha·t is, 'I became depressed, 
felt isc•lated, could not think straight ••• · What ha~ been 
interesting was that she used the magical thec•ri es C•f 
explanation without denying the 'truth' in the psychiatric 
explanation stress. 
I believe that she gave as accurate data as possible. She 
proved to be a culturally dynamic and well Dl'" i en ted pt.~r ~.on 
considering the fact that she made such clear remarks 
regarding the difference between what is cultural belief on 
the one hand and psychiatric facts on the other. 
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and made open remarks that I valued her discriminations about 
the criteria for her explanations. At tht:~ end of the 
interview it was possible to divide the information into 
categories of: how she believed sorcery/witchcraft had caused 
s.upE·r·n<-:ttur· i::tl causation as a result of God's 
wish~ and what she considered to have been psychologically 
caused illness - psychosocial stress. 
This patient appeared to be"highly motivated 9 but I do not 
think that she therefore gave me false impressions based on a 
preconceived notion of what kind of information would please 
me. She even remarked at the end of the interview that she 
felt like somebody who has been relieved of some burden she 
had been carrying for a long time. The following statement 
c 1 ar· i f i es. t hi s: 
Talking to you was very helpful, you know it's the 
first ti•e that I have talked about these things. 
Even •Y sister does not know about so•e of the 
things I have discussed with you. You •ade •e feel 
like saying •ore, like, you didn't judge •e or 
anything .•• 
I then asked her whether she had ever discussed what she had 
just been telling me with the doctors in hospital or at the 
clinic, she dismissed me by saying: 
Why should I? doctors are not interested in that 
stuff, they don't have ti•e for a •ad person. They 
don't expect any nor•al conversation with the•··· 
In addi ti c•n to 21ssessi ng her ·own standards. of accurac-y it was 
possible to measure the reliability of her data by comparing 
"''hat she said with the psychi atr·i c t-ecc>rd. In her file only 
one explanatory model appeared and which correctly designated 
the course of illness that she described earlier to me? and 
that was the psychosocial stress paradigm which fitted well 
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~,od th the doct.or•.::.' model. The other E':): p 1 an at ions ~-t"1e described 
to me did not appear in the file. There was· no indication 
that there had been any enquiry before. 
It becomes very important, therefore, to enquire about the 
patient's EM in order to get a global picture of the illness 
at hand. When Mercy was in hospital, she was never asked 
about her conceptions regarding her illness. 
told that th~ stress at work was responsible for her 
condition, and it was too much for her to handle that is why 
she broke down into a depressive state. She believed it 
important to understand what was wrong with her and to play a 
part in planning her treatment. She placed considerable value 
on communicating with her doctors. but this was not happening 
' . 
patient''. She came to the conclusion that doctors do not have 
time for their patients, they should try and give themselves 
enough time to talk to their patients - to get to know them 
better. She felt that they do not have time for a mad person, 
they do not expect any normal conversation with them. 
In terms of the broad divisions between magical and 
scientific theories, the patient used the magical theory in 
, her explanation of causation of illness without denying the 
'truth' in the psychiatric explanation. The failure of the 
doctor to enquire about the patient's EM may lead the patient 




7.4. THE CASE OF TALLY 
Black patients have a variety of healer~ to choose from in 
seeking treatment for illness. These include: 
<singular igqira), translated as diviner/s; 
amaqqira 
am a>: h 1-'le 1 E~ 
translated as faith healer/s, the 
private practitioner, the hospitals. The·present case study 
traces the movement of one patient seeking treatment for 
These healers are 
grounded in different and sometimes contia~ictory assumptions 
about the cause of illness. In this conte>:t., ·the case of 
Tally is of interest because it clearly illustrates how a 
patient can manage to move from one dignostic and treatment 
system to another without ever experiencing conflict with her 
own conceptions about the cause of illness and help-seeking 
ther·eof. 
Tally is a 39-year old single lady with 3 children who are 
staying with their grandparents in the Transkei. She fir~.t 
came to Cape Town in 1974 to look for work. She did domestic 
work for different families until 1976 when she decided to 
sell 
until 
second-hand clothes .. She continued in this business 
1980 when she got sick. She had been staying with the 
father of her three children in the men's hostel which they 
shared with three other families. 
The present illness started in 1980 when she woke up one 
morning, feeling home sick. This was strange to Mer because 
she had just returned from home. This went on f6r a week then 
she decided to tell her boyfriend who did not take her 
~.er i C•L\Sl y (dismissed that as a joke>. Then one morning she 
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started packing her suitcases and put them outside the 
hc:•stel. Other people remar~ed about this and asked her if 
something had happened at home (for example, deat.h in the 
family), but she ignored them. When people from the 
nei ghboLwing hostels came around <to console her lest 
something had really happened at home), she started swearing 
i:"t thc~m. The boyfriend says she had been talking to herself 
the '-'Jhol e night and that they CDL\l d not f:::.l eep. She had told 
them that she ~<-Jas hearing a voice talking to her. \.>JhE"~n 
e.t at-ted r·Lmni ng and jumping around, people said she had 
When 
thi:. behc:'\vicn.\1" subsided for a ~·~hile, she could not explain 
what has got into her, she did not know what was happening to 
her. 
Jhe fir-:.t Corv=-1.\ltc.itiQQ. 
The boyfriend took her to see a diviner- who diagnosed 
amafufunyane and gave her treatment to take home. After 
taking this tr-eatment for a week there was slight improvent, 
she ~topped being wild but she still felt ill. She did not 
sleep well at night, was frightened and felt like running all 
the time. The boyfriend became worried and suggested that 
they go to the Transkei to visit a faith healer who was very 
famous at the time for her healing powers. 
The;: c:.econd ConsultatiQ..IJ.. 
The faith healer also diagnosed amafufunyane and gave her 
treatment in the form of Holy water to drink, Holy ropes to 
tie around the waist and she also laid hands on her. She 
remained at this faith healer's residence for a period of 
about three months using the same treatment. Although she was 
still using this treatment, she thought it was not cur-ing 
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amafufunyanP and decided to go back to Cape Town to try other 
healers. 
The third Consultation 
This time the boyfriend took her to a herbalist who after 
listening to their description of her 
them thC<.t she t·,ad amafufLH'!y_an~ and gi~ve hE·r- medicine to drink 
every morning and evening, and another to wash her body ever-y 
night before she goes to sleep. She used this treatment for 
about a week and she could not feel any better. 
By this time they did not know what to do when a neighbour 
recommended yet another faith healer who they went to see the 
folowing day. The diagnosis was still the same, she was given 
Holy Ropes to tie around her waist all the time, 
supposed to protect her from further attasks by §mafufunyane; 
Holy water to drink; laid hands on her and then she returned 
home. In the following two days her behaviour became 
u.ncontr oll able: she was screaming and singing aloud; Jumping 
arc:.und and running aimles:.ly,; undr-essing in public. Everybody 
was astounded by her behaviour and they did not ~now what to 
do, but ultimately the boyfriend with the help of a fe·w 
friends, decided to take her to a private doctor. According 
to the boyfriend, the private doctor did not even examine her 
but told them to take her to hospital immediately. 
Upon admission to hospital~ Tally was told that there was 
something in her brain that needed to be removed. Accor·di ng 
to her hospital record, she was treated for a subarachnoid 
haemot-rhage and a middle cerebral ane\..\ry'!;.m \<'lhi ch was 





after the operation w~s ~escribed as problematic. Her 
problems were listed as follows~ difficult~ restless; 
impaired iudgement and aggressiveness. She was assessed as a 
lobe syndrome and was then referred to the 
psychiatric hospital. 
!j.psp i .:t ,:..l__i~t:<.t ion_ 
On admission to the psychiatri~ hospital she was described in 
the record as mildly disinhibited and was diagnosed: Or·gani c 
Brain S·y·ndromt-=: ltd. th Frontal Features - F'oe.t 
Neurosurgery. After three weeks on medication, <phenytoin and 
haloperidol> Tally was described in her record as settled and 
giving no problems on the ward. She had been put on phenytoin 
follo~<-d.ng a !;Jr<::<.nd mal post-operatively. Upon 
d i :.char· ge, she was told that she had something in her brain 
which was then removed. The doctors had stressed that the 
drugs would put everything right and that her life would be 
again if the medication were taken regularly. There 
was no mention of her prior consultatioris, nor the condition 
of amafufunyane. 
She has been an out-patient for eight months after discharge, 
during which time she was seen twice by the doctor at the 
1 ocal clinic. During the first interview, 
described her :=.c: 
·-·~ 
'better', no fits since di ~-charge, 
cq:•propr·i ate, giving a reasonable account of herself, reduce 
haloperidol. The second and last time the doctor had 
described her as quite appropriate, no more fits, to <:-.ttend 
day hospital for raised blood pressure, stop all medic at. ion 
and discharge. 
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7a5a DISCUSSION OF CASE 
The interview of the present study was done a week prior to 
her discharge from the clinic. She and her boyfriend felt 
sh~ thought about the causes of the illness, she =·aid that 
::.hr:~ had c1mafufunyane that could not be cured by the healer=· 
• 
she had consulted prior to being hospitalised. That the 
doctors in hospital removed them when she was operated on. 
She thought that the prognosis of her illness was somehow 
good because the amafufunyane had been removed and has been 
assured by the docto~s that she will be 'fine·~ <01.nd if she 
should get sick again she must just go back to the clinic. 
This positive evaluation of her condition contradicted that 
of the doctors (both in hospital and at the clinic> who have 
recorded it as poor. To conf i r'm that, on discharge from the 
clinic, they had put her on a disability grant renewable 
every year. The implication here is that her impairement has 
been judged to be permanent and not of a temporary nature as 
she::- t.hought.. 
She thought that the healers failed to cure her because her 
amafufunyane were in the brain, if she had had the ordinary 
type which is put in the stomach they would have cured her. 
In short she still adhered to her original conce·pt i em of 
amafufunyane, that is, the main cause of the illness was 
sor~ery/witchcraft. The doctors in hospital were not aware of 
the cultural context ot the patients' understanding. But from 
the patient's point of view, what happened in hospital, 
al thougt-, somewhat mysterious, was assimilated to her 
explanation of sorcery. 
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The overall impression which emerges from this case is that 
it shows that the patient 1s involved in a numGer of healing 
systems linked together through causal relationships rooted 
in African beliefs about illness. All these healers have 
helped Tally and her boyfriend to translate the illness into 
an acceptable cultural idiom. 
The hospital is an exception to this general situation of 
shared belief. The hospital operates within a system of 
medicine that is hidden from the patient's understanding~ in 
which her diagnosis is Organic Brain Syndrome and her 
treatment; ' an operation and ~hen haloperidol and phenytoin. 
But though not using language that is accessible to the 
patient~ the hospital refers to the idea of amafufunyane when 
it presents the illness to the patient as a result of 
something put in the brain. 
The language which the doctors use to describe the illness 
to the patient (for example, 'something in the brain that 
needs to be removed'), simply·because it uses the most 
meaningful explanation available, inevitably calls to the 
mind of this patient the explanations and images of 
amafufunyane located in her brain. In that context the 
patient translates psychiatric etiology into her own 
category and this allows ~he patient to explain her illness 
in collusion with the doctors' definition of her illness. 
In spite of their divergent theoretical frameworks, in 
practice the various healing systems provided this patient 
with etiologies susceptible to interpretation in terms of a 
common idiom, and with consistent fepetition of a diagnostic 
process which help maintain the etiological explanation of 
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externalized forces. These characteristics of the healing 
systems are created, not by any connections among the systems 






The present chapter concludes this study by~ firstly giving a 
brief overview regarding the relevance of using the EM 
framework; secondly, summarising the findings and relating 
these to the aims of the study; thirdly discussing the 
limitations of the present study; and lastly proposing 
recommendations for future research. 
The purpose of the present study was to raise issues in an 
area where at present the identification of meaningful 
questions appears necessary. Where tentative questions were 
raised, these will have to await confirmation by further 
research. It is believed that the method of enquiry applied 
for studying some aspects of psychiatric phenomena was 
useful, since it must of necessity define the help finally 
given to a patient. The method has indicated a way for 
finding answers or indicators to theoretical and practical 
issues concerning psychiatri~ phenomena, that is, when used 
on a large scale. It may also complement intensive studies on 
similar problems. 
8.2. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
a) AIM-1: DEFINITIONS OF AMAFUFUNYANE 
The pri~ary focus of the study was to gain an understanding 
of the EMs offered by patients in terms of their definitions 
and explanations of illnes episode amafufunyane from their 
point of vi~w. 14 patients <and their next of kin> made up 
the sample for the study. The depth interviews centred around 
issues concerning the three basic aims of the study. 
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The findings revealed that the present-day notion of 
amafufunyane is not easily defined and it varies from 
informant to informant. For some it conveys a condition with 





as well as changes 
with others. For 
affecting 
some it 
signifi~s a condition with drastic and frightening symptoms. 
For the rest it conveys the idea of a psychological disorder. 
Patients with amafufunyane may complain of symptoms other 
than those specified in the literature. For example, a person 
may ~omplain of hearing voices. Patients believe that these 
noises are due to the amafufunyane inside the person. The 
person is continually looking wild as if to_ run and is liable 
at times to jump, seemingly without cause. 
The symptoms experienced when the patients first got ill 
differ from the current views held about amafufunyane. That 
is, the patients showed awareness and knowledge about the 
symptoms that a person with amafyfunyane experiences, but 
they did not associate these symptoms with their own 
experiences of the condition. They recognize that the 
condition of amafufunyane may manifest itself in different 
forms depending on the type of amafufunyane possessing the 
person. 
The patients attribute the cause of amafufunyane to umona, 
that is, jealousy. For example, the more fortunate are most 
liable to attack by sorcerers/witches. It is believed that 
they are subject to these conditions because their fortunate 
positions arouse envy in the minds qf others. 
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A few others also acknowledged the role of other factors, 
such as psychosocial stresses. But these they view as 
engendering amafufunyane, that is, ~tress is experienced when 
a person is bewitched. These findings lend support to the 
works reported in Kleinman (1980); that is, the explanations 
g~ven by the patients were consistent with their views 
I 
regarding a particular illness condition and its significance 
for the patient and the family. It was a general feeling 
~mongst the patients that the condition is incapacitating in 
nature. 
When analyzed closely, the concept of amafufunyane or what is 
regarded as madness by the. patients, can be regarded as 
constituting a continuum between 'traditional· beliefs and 
western orientations to medicine. 
b) AIM-2: PATTERNS OF HELP-SEEKING BEHAVIOUR 
The second aim of the study included an exploration of the 
patterns of help-seeking behaviour employed by these 
patients. It was found that a patient who eventually gets 
admitted into a psychiatric institution passes along various 
routes. (i) The first route consists of relatives who attempt 
to label the condition 
(ii> Where relatives were either unresponsive <in the case 
of Amelia) or when they were at a loss about what to do, help 
was obtained from neighbours and friends. This implied a poor 
understanding of mental illness because a community that 
knows the causes of psychiatric conditions and the resot.\rces 
available will respond by taking advantage of these 
resources. <Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958>. 
The third route was by way of traditional healers. 
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Reference to hospital was only made after treatment had 
failed to improve the condition. 
In trying to understand the patients' definitions of the 
condition, it should be realised that the patients' EMs take 
the essence of mental illness to be witchcraft/sorcery and 
not necessarily social stress, which is what the concept 
denotes in psychiatric usage~ The lay interpretation of 
amafufunyane as an illness is an African EM that helps 
e>:pl ai n the high rate of non-compliance 
chemotherapy that characterize the condition. 
Non-compliance is held by professionals to be a major 
obstacle to the effective management of mental illness. When 
patients feel/experience the symptoms, they believe they are 
suffering from amaf~funyane (which to them denotes something 
different from mental illness>. The persistence of this model 
in the patient~· minds is a measure of the staying power of 
cultural meanings <Kleinman p.23>. 
It is not just traditional labels of disorders that are 
value-laden; symptoms, too, carry cultural significance 
<ibid). When an individual has a serious disorder- when the 
normal functioning is radically impaired and the person does 
not get relief from symptoms quickly from one resource - it 
is reasonable to assume that he might try nearly everything 
available to him. This is·in fact what the patients in the 
present sample have done; they are patients who have tried 
nearly everything to which they had access. 
The present study h~s tried to assess the differential use of 
various treatments by pati~nts in the sample - to establish 
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the associated factors with future patterns of help-seeking. 
It wa~ found that features of the condition were helpful in 
accounting for the way they used different resources Of 
particular importance, the perceived etiology of the 
condition and the degree of_functioning/impairment caused by 
the condition were found to be associated with the selection 
of a therapeutic alternative. And from this, compliance and 
future patterns of help-seeking could be predicted. 
c>AIM-3: PSYCHIATRIC SETTING AND ITS IMPLICATION ON 
HELP-SEEKING BEHAVIOUR 
The third aim of this study was to explore the effect of the 
psychiatric setting on the help-seeking behaviour of the 
patients. The findings showed a lack of appreciation of the 
patients' conceptions of illness and patterns of help-seeking 
behaviour prior to being hospitalized. Secondly, the 
psychiatric treatment was evaluated as good in bringing 
relief to the dreadful symptoms, but this was only in the 
short term. The patients expressed uncertainty regarding 
whether they should continue in care on not, and this stemmed 
from their dissatisfaction with the way their personal 
illness experiences were ignored or overlooked. These had 
implications for the future patterns of help-seeking. 
In view of the long-standing call for professionals in the 
field of psychiatry to improve their understanding of the 
mental disturbances of Black people by considering their 
language and culture, too little has been published, though 
authors like Burh~an (1977); Edwards et al (1981) have called 
for attention to issues concerning this. 
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d) CASE ILLUSTRATIONS 
The two case illustrations were,presented in order to show: 
-how a patient's EM and view of clinical reality can be 
discordant with professional psychiatric model, thereby 
producing misuriderstanding and problems in management; 
-how cultural beliefs shape the patient's EM, which then 
strongly influences the perception of clinical reality .• ~ 
- the importance of negotiating between discrepant patient 
and psychiatrist EMs; 
- how 'practitioner's EMs in case-2 are translated by 
patients in terms of their vi~ws of clinical reality. Such 
translation most frequently occurs outside the doctor's 
awareness and can result in marked distortion of the doctor's 
explanatory model and the treatment prescribed. 
- clinical reality is viewed differently by doctor and 
patient. Discrepancies between these views strongly affect 
clinical management and lead to inadequate or poor care 
<Kleinman, 1978>. 
8.3. LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
It was anticipated that there could be some difficulty in 
keeping a track of patients who would be moving in and out of 
the area under study. That is, when one has to determine 
whether people with amafufunyane are originally from the area 
in which they were counted or came from rural or other areas. 
The literature reviewed has• indicated that the rate of 
amafufunyane is higher in the urban than in the rural areas. 
Some of the patients may have developed amafufunyane before 
moving into an urban area \.tnder :.tudy, others may have 
developed this condition wh~n they got into the area. There 
has been no attempt to try and control this possible source 
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of error. 
Also, the focus on the incidence in those patients only who 
were attending a community clinic for follow-up rather than 
on the incidence of the condition in the whole community can 
render the present study t~ be less representative of the 
pc•pul ati on under study, and therefore methodologically 
inadequate. Problems were encounted during the screening 
stage because of the low clinic attendance rate. This was 
resolved by doing the screening at the patients' 
instead of the clinic as was planned initially. 
homes 
Ideally there would be a need for a control group of people 
with comparable conceptions but who have not sought 
psychiatric help, in order to see the range of coping 
responses in the population. Lacking such a group, the 
present study would be limited in the inferences made from 
the data. Of particular importance would be those inferences 
related to gender issues. 
8.4. RECOMMENnATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Although the present study dealt with only a small sample of 
14 patients, they represent 12 months turnover at the clinic 
and can therefore be considered as reasonably representative 
for the clinic. The study was exploratory in nature but the 
findings have raised important issL1es pertaining to 
psychiatric care given to Black psychiatric patients. These 
include lack of appreciation of patients' EMs by doctors who 
treat them. Typical comments were that doctors do not give 
enough time to their patients and fall short in enquiring 
about what they <patients> think about their illness 
condition. This is an area that will need to be looked at 
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seriously in the future if confidence and trust is to be 
maintained. 
The second issue concerns the services provided for these 
patients. These are inadequate and besides their val~e is not 
clear to the patients and thier families. The psychiatric 
service is seen as a drug dispenser when people are distressd 
and not in any other light. It is therefore suggested that 
these facilities be improved by making the role of the 
psychiatrist 
residents. 
and the psychiatric nurse clearer to the 
Also, there is a dire need to study a wide range of EMs in 
the clinic population to determine how significant 
amafufunyane EM is. 
- Can something be made of patients' EMs? 
Does it make any difference to success or failure of 
treatment? 
- If two groups are compared in which EMs of patients and 
psychiatrists converge with those in which they diverge from 
one another, will there be a difference in the degree of 
success of treatment? 
These are some of the questions to be studied in future 
research. 
Psychiatric c~mmunity research should address the issues that 
affect the patients' lives and everyday experiences as well 
as the impact these have on the patients. 
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List of symptoms experienced by patients 








- Social withdrawal 
- lost interest and initiative 
in her job 
headaches, forgetfulness, 
poor eyesight 
- mind working very fast, 
thinking of many things at 
once 
acting stupid 
- disturbed brain functioning 
- loss of appetite 
- loss of weight 
- a sod al 
laughing and talking to self 
- talking nonsense & mumbling 
- grandiosity \wealth) 
- social withdrawal 
- very quite 
- afraid of people, keeping to 
herself most of the time 
- not sleeping well at night 
- bad dreams 
phambana 
- preaches 
- aggresive behaviour 
- strangled ay soul 
hearing funny/strange voices 
inside his head 
- seeing funny things 
- have nightmares 
- disturbed brain/mental 
functioning 
- palpitaions 
- crying aloud 
social withdrawal 
- does not want to talk 
TABLE-3 
List of symptoms given by patients 
regarding their current ideas about 
amafufunyane 
- Behave like a mentally ill person 
- Wild 
. - undressing in public 
- libidinal drive high 
. - di~turbance in functioning of brain 
- wanders away from home 
- does not know 
- running wildly \towards graves) 
- wanders away from home 
- talks ~ laughs to self 
- appetite ++, (eats a lot) 
- strength ++ 
- 2 types of amafufunyane 
a) ~ilent - dangerous I killer 
bl speaking 
- enormous strength 
- looks wild 
- mind is disturbed 
talking nonsense 
- talks alone 
-running wildly 
- acting like a mentally ill person 
: · i.e. disturbed brain functioning 
- palpitations 
- crying a lot 
- irritability 
- social withdrawal 
- undresses in public 
: - freightened look 













not sleeping well at night 
\bad dreams, people chasing) 
- always freightened of the 
- no trust for other people 
- loss of appetie 
- social withdrawal 
- wild and screams 
- freightened of being alone 
- wandering in streets 
- stomach cramps 
- tires easily 
- bad dreams 
- seeing funny and scarring 
things \hallucinations 
- social withdrawal \afraid to 
seen by people, avoids 
friends} 
very tall:ative 
- hearing voices \God) 
- wearing girl's clothes 
- destructive behaviour 
freigtened look, _scared 
-wild 
- chasing people 
- eating and drinking dirty 
staff 
- wanders away from home 
- enormous strength 
- running wildly, jumping 
around 
- talking to self 
hearing strange voices 
- singing loudly 
- undressing in publi~ 
sitting alone away from 
other peopl 
- loss of appetite 
- loss of weight 
- irritable 
. - wild, runs wild 
- insults other people 
strength ++ 
- wandering around 
- undressing in public 
·: - carries sharp instruments 
laughs/cries without provocation 
- craves for food 
- appetite ++ 
- sleeping a lot 
- social withdrawal 
- easily freightened 
- destructive behaviour 
- wandering around in streets 
- hoarding rubbish 
: - talks with strange voice 
- runs about wildly 
- violent 
- amafufunayne in stomach, waist 
- barrenness 
- discolouration of skin, especially 
of skin 
- cramps in ~tomach 
- headaches 
- discolouration of skin 
- short tempered 
- wild 
- threatens to hit people 
- losing one's sind 
- very talkative 
: - talks to self 
- l.aughs without provocation 
: - in church : fall to ground, 
strange voices heard talking 
through the11 
; - runs wildly 
- threatens to hit people 
: - has a funny cry 
- like~ to fight with other people 
- running away froM hoMe 
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APPENDIX.,.-2A 
FIGURE-1:Diagram of Hierarchical resort: Exclusive type 




Labeling a treataent by faaily 




I \ illness <Pl 
I \ 
Resort to traditional healer~ 
based upon lay referral systea 
Change to another healerls of ~aae 
type or another type of healerls 













<in private practice) for referral and treataent 
(only happen~ •hen people do not kno• •hat to do) 
If no cure, re~ort to any of the above 













FIGURE-2: Diagram of hierarchical resort1 mixed type 
Self-treataent, faaily and labeling, 






Continoation of popolar care. 
Resort to •traditional· healer~ 
Recovery 
(R) 
Continoation of 'traditional' healers 
and re~ort to practitioner in private 
practice 
Change to other 'traditional· healers of 
saae type or other types 
Change to p~ichiatric service as •ell a~ 





















Drop out of psichiatric care and eaybe continue 







Fiqure-3 Diagra1 of helo-seekinq behayiour of two patients with 
aaafufunvanet 
Health probletJ 35-year-old-tother of one child, fro• city of 
Cape Town. 
labeler 
Diagnosisz Self - AaafufunyaneJ 
Label 















; unsuccessful, no 
change in syaptoas 
gettin Mor!te 
Psychiatrist: Depression : work-
related 
stress 
: antidepressants : unsuccessful 
threw away all 
tr:eat1ent, went 
back to work, 
condition •orse, 
eaployer took 









: job-related: antidepressants 1 
stress 




in calling patient 
patient en route to 
hospital. St.i 11 
believe in 
•itchcraft - refuse 
in-laws, but 
settles down after 




givinQ relief fro• 
syaptoa, but still 
teorri ed about 
aaafufunyane that 
have not been 
treated; is going 
to consult a 




Figure 4 Diaarn of help-seeking of above ho patients 'fith 
aufufunvane 
Health proble•t 39-year-old •other of three children, fro• the 
ruial area. of Transkei •ith aaafufunyane, and 















. . label Etiologies Choice of : iapli~ated : treataent Evaluation 1 of outcoae 
: AaAfufunyane : be•itched : diviner : unsuccesful, no 
iaproveaent after 
A 1/52 before 
hail y took her 
to Faithhealer 















No refer thea 








Holy •ater to 
drink, Holy 




drink and another 
aedicine to •ash 
body 
Holy Rope to 
tie around the 
•aist - supposed 
to protect her 
froa attacks by 
Aaafufunyane. 
Holy •ater to 
drink, hid-on 
of hands. 
: stayed at healer's 
residence for 




as unsuccesful in 
treataent of 
aaafufunyane - to 
try another healer 
of a different 
type back Cape To•n 
unsussesful, 
after 1/52 using 
treataent, did nat 









boyfriend take her 
to •estern-trained 





Hospital 085 so•ething in operation to unsuccessful, 
doctors her brain clip aneurys• develop other 
that needs and drain sy•pto•s, 
to be re•oved hae•orrage behaviour 
<subuachnoid proble•atic, 
hae•orrhage • diagnose again as a •iddle frontal lobe 
cerebral syndro•e and refer 
aneurys•) to psychiatric 
hospihl 
Psychiatric OBS Not clear phenytoin Feeling better and 




Co••unity OBS so•ething in Phenytoin 1: Successful in 
Psychiatric brain has Haloperidol alleviating 
Clinic been re•oved on subsequent sy•pto•s and 
treat•ent to visti ts treat•ent so•e 'I ' prtvent of i 11 ntn 3"• 
further visit stop all 
attacks •edicines -
discharge ho•e -
for follow-up at 
local Day Hospital 
for •onitoring of 
BP. 
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APPEND I X --5 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
<With regard to present illness): 
·-- on<::et 
physical changes 
- mental changes 
~;oc i al changes 
observations by others 
c) What do you think has caused your condition? 
why do you think it started when it did? 
who are parties or entities involved in the cause? 
do think c•f them/these as of natural , 
supernatural or social? 
d) Assessment of long-term prognosis of condition: 
what does the condition do to you? 
how severe is it? will it have a long course? 
what do you fear most about your condition? 
what do you think will happen to this condition? 
how has condition affected your life? 
how will it affect your life in the future? 
e) Where did you l~arn of the above? 
' 
how did you come to. know about amafufunyane? l 
. 
what does the term convey or/and mean to you? 
(2) THE PATIENTS' HELP-SEEKING REHAVIOUR 
a) vJht.~t did you do 1-lhen you rec:ogni s.ed that something was 
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the F"CJl E· of significant pa~ti~s including 
healers who were consulted. 
who influenced choice of healer decision?> 
bl Was any of the above treatment beneficial/noxious? 
c) Wh2t made you seek help in the present treatment? 
whv did you take so long before seeking help in the 
present treatment? 
c:;) ltJ£:_esYct-!IfYTPIC DB.JE_NTATION AND ITS INFLUENCE q!::L_HELF'-_ 
;;},t~ Ef: I tiC'~.Jti;_H ~~Ll.biUP 
.:~) \1/herr ''/DL! f:i.r~-t. cc:,me intc• this <::-ervice ~·~1-lat did the doctors 
call your tllness (diagnosis>. 
do tl>ey think 
are the important results you hope to get from the 
- have your expectations been met? 
do you think you are benefitting from this service? 
c) Have you come across anything in this service that 
are not happy about and would like to bring up? 
dl What are your plans regarding future consultation? 
do you intend to remain in care, continue changing 
practi t i c•nt-:t-s? 
<4> ~ASIC PERSONAL INFORMATION 
Name: 
Children: 






a) size of household 
b) relationship to household head 
c) total number of wage-earners 
Do you belong to any church? 
- how often do you attend church gatherings? 
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